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BY HOWARD R. MACY 
T OO OFTEN CHRISTIANS are taught they should pray, but they are not taught how. That they have to figure out for themselves, a task that sometimes 
puzzles and frustrates people enough that they hardly 
pray at all. Happily, learning to pray does not have to be 
simply a do-it-yourself project. Christians can teach each 
other how to pray. 
As a young Christian, I once asked an older woman 
legendary in prayer to teach me more about it. She smiled 
and gave me a two-word lesson, "Just pray:' A seminary 
class I know of makes the same assignment-pray an hour 
a day. Both reflect the wisdom of one of my favorite 
books in which there are three chapters by the title "God 
Alone Teaches Us to Pray:' It's true. God will teach us. 
Learn by doing. 
But we don't always have to learn alone. The semi-
nary class, for example, meets once a week to talk about 
their experiences of prayer and to pray together. And my 
gentle teacher often did teach others to pray. She prayed 
with them in person, over the phone, in just about any 
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manner and occasion imaginable, We 
can learn to pray by praying with 
others. 
Two groups of Christians might 
become your teachers-people you 
already know and people you will 
never meet. Perhaps it seems easiest 
to start with people who already have a 
place in our lives. Many of our 
churches, for example, still have 
"prayer meeting" or groups that make 
prayer an important part of their meet-
ing together. Though I suspect that 
prayer itself might be made a more 
central focus of many of these meet-
ings, these are occasions when we can 
learn to pray together. 
I also enjoy learning to pray in 
small groups or with a few close 
friends. In fact, some of my most 
treasured moments with friends are 
the times .we have spent in leisurely 
prayer. Silence. Words of adoration 
and thanksgiving. Asking for wisdom. 
Confession. Bestowing blessing. 
Laughter. Requesting God's help for 
others. Seeking guidance in our 
prayers. Praying together sincerely 
not only teaches us to pray, but also 
bonds us in love. 
Sometimes, however, prayer in 
groups or with friends discourages 
rather than helps us. If we simply fall 
into patterned ruts, or rely only on 
those who are really "good at it;' or use 
our gatherings as occasions of spiritual 
strutsmanship, nobody will learn 
much and we will weaken prayer itself. 
It destroys prayer equally if we are 
half-hearted about it or make sharing 
our lives in prayer more occasions of 
curiosity than of Christian concern. More than one 
prayer meeting has fallen into decay because its par-
ticipants gossiped or feared gossip! But it need not be this 
way. 
Groups can become schools of prayer if we guard 
them carefully in several ways. A fundamental rule is 
simply to hold one another in love and humility. Each 
one has gifts and needs. Each one has something to give 
and to gain. A second principle is built on the first: Draw 
each other in as participants as gently and steadily as we 
can. Certainly it doesn't help to force people who are 
reluctant to pray, but an atmosphere of acceptance can 
give them courage. Another guideline grows out of 
humility. Since we all know we have a lot to learn, we can 
adopt together an experimental attitude about prayer. 
Instead of worrying so much about getting it "right;' we 
can "just pray" and through the adventure of prayer learn 
its ways. It helps, too, if we can teach each other by shar-
ing our "successes" and puzzlements in prayer. In these 
ways, prayer together can become a learning laboratory. 
,-------------'Almighty God, unto whom ---------____, 
As grateful as I am for 
friends who are teaching me to 
pray, I also owe a great debt to 
people I've never met. They 
are part of the great commu-
nity of the faithful around the 
world and throughout time 
who have prayed and whom 
we can know through their 
prayers. Written prayers. 
There, I've said it. Written 
prayers. Prayer books. Friends 
(and other Christians in the 
"free church" tradition) have 
long suspected and rejected 
such prayers as cold and insin-
cere, an attitute that earlier on 
I shared. I remember, now 
with embarrassment, a com-
munity Memorial Day 
ceremony at which I inwardly 
scoffed at a pastor who prayed 
from a service book rather 
than (as I proudly judged) from 
all hearts are open, all desires 
known, and from whom no secrets 
are hid; cleanse the thoughts of 
our hearts by the inspiration of 
thy Holy Spirit, that we may 
perfectly love thee, and worthily 
magnify thy holy Name through 
Christ our Lord. Amen.'' 
With thousands of others I 
have learned from it, too. 
I first saw this prayer in a 
novel: "Therefore with Angels 
and Archangels, and with all 
the company of heaven, we 
laud and magnify thy glorious 
name ... :• It so captured me 
that I scurried to buy The Book 
of Common Prayer just to have 
this prayer and other magni-
ficent prayers that have come 
to us from over four centuries. 
Though it originated in 1549, 
during the days of King 
Edward VI, its prayers of ado-
ration, confession, petition, 
and more all continue to teach 
me, not as a matter of rote 
reading, but as I can join my 
heart to their meaning. 
the heart. What a pity, I thought, that he can't pray with-
out a book. I have since learned that the prayers of faith-
ful Christians before us can teach us deeply. 
Actually, we have relied on written prayers for a long 
time. Whenever we join in the prayers of the Bible, for 
example, we are praying them and learning from them at 
the same time. The Psalms, the Lord's Prayer, the great 
prayers of Paul all teach us how to pray and give us words 
to express what is in our hearts. "Create in me a clean 
heart, 0 Lord:' "Thy kingdom come, thy will be done:' "To 
him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask 
or imagine ... be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus 
throughout all generations, for ever and ever! Amen:' 
Joining our hearts to those who have gone before us helps 
us and teaches us to pray. 
We find similar help in the prayers of many of the 
hymns we sing. Of course, early Friends rejected using 
learned songs, too, but we have become sufficiently "cor-
rupt" in the last century to sing them eagerly. They guide 
us in praise: "Then sings my soul, my Savior God, to 
Thee, how great Thou art:' They express our trust: "Jesus, 
I am resting, resting, in the joy of what Thou art:' They 
voice our need: "Drop Thy still dews of quietness/Til all 
our strivings cease:' (Friend John Greenleaf Whittier) How 
glad I am for these texts that deepen our language of 
prayer! 
I had begun to learn the value of books of prayers as 
well when a friend confirmed it for me unawares. She 
had grown up Baptist, with the same suspicion about 
written prayers Friends have had, but became a practicing 
Christian in mid-life. One afternoon while we were talk-
ing she picked up a copy of John Baillie's A Diary of Private 
Prayer and said, "This book taught me to pray:' The book 
contains morning and evening prayers for 31 days, and by 
using it over several months, she told me, she learned 
ways of prayer that she had never been taught before. 
Books of prayer, at their 
best, share with us the mature, 
disciplined prayers of Chris-
tian brothers and sisters from other times and places. 
They teach us by showing us approaches and attitudes in 
prayer that we might otherwise overlook or misunder-
stand. They can add richness to our vocabulary of prayer 
so that we can break through the routine or trite words 
that sometimes limit our own praying. 
The point of using the written prayers of others is nei-
ther that they should pray instead of us nor that we 
should thoughtlessly mouth their words. Instead, just like 
with friends or in a small group, we can join our hearts to 
theirs and, where we are able, make their prayers our 
own. In doing so, we learn again how better to lift our 
own concerns and words in prayer. 
M ANY COLLECTIONS of prayers are available to us. I can join in many of these prayers gladly and sincerely, though there are prayers 
that puzzle and put me off, too. (I experience that in the 
local church as well, where I generally, but sometimes 
cannot, assent to what others pray.) In addition to the two 
sources mentioned above, The Oxford Book of Prayer offers 
a rich collection of prayers both historic and international 
in scope. These and many others can bind us in love and 
devotion to the fellowship of praying Christians in all 
times and places. 
John Woolman once spoke of prayer as a "precious 
place;' and it is. It is also a place we can share joyfully 
with other Christians. It is a place where we can teach 
each other to pray. u 
Howard Macy is professor of religion and biblical 
studies at George Fox College in Newberg, 
Oregon. Howard taught at Friends University 
from 1978 to 1990, holds a Ph.D. in Old 
Testament from Harvard University, and has 
recently published a book on the devotional use 
of the Psalms entitled Rhythms of the Inner 
Life. 
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But above all, he excelled in prayer . .. 
William Penn on George Fox 
BY JAMES R. NEWBY 
I T WAS A different kind of confer-ence for me, to be sure. Most of the participants were sociologists, 
psychologists, criminologists, and judges. 
I was the lone ~'theologian:' As the vice-
president of the International Institute 
for Youth, I had been asked to moderate 
a panel discussion on ~'Dimensions of a 
Program to Foster Cross-cultural 
Research and Dissemination of Find-
ings:' It went well. 
At the luncheon following this discus-
sion I sat between the chairman of the 
Department of Sociology at the Univer-
sity of Southern California and a profes-
sor in the School of Social Work at the 
University of Pittsburgh. Across from 
me was a brilliant sociologist from the 
Netherlands who had made juvenile jus-
tice issues the focus of her research. In 
the course of our conversation, I turned 
to the professor from USC and joked 
with him about my majoring in sociol-
ogy at Friends University, then deciding 
to do my graduate and doctoral work in 
theology and ministry, ~'Where I could 
make a real difference in the lives of 
people!" He didn't laugh. After a few 
moments of polite chatter, I said to him 
that I had recently read that there had 
been a tremendous decrease in the 
homicide rate in Los Angeles County 
during the time of the 1988 Olympics, 
and that this was a shocking turnaround 
since they usually average about 50 
homicides a week. I continued by say-
ing that the author claimed that prayer 
had played a vital role in this reduction. 
I explained how there had been small 
prayer cells activated in neighborhoods 
around the city, praying for a peaceful 
Olympics, and that it had seemed to 
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help. Unfortunately, I caught the profes-
sor with something in his mouth, and he 
could barely keep his composure with-
out choking while he laughed. Now, I 
am not talking here about a chuckle, I 
am talking about soda through the nose 
"belly laughter:' and it was contagious. 
Before long the whole table had erupted 
at what seemed to be the most laugh-
able statement any of them had heard in 
a long time. Prayer contributing to a 
change in the homicide rate in a city? 
Preposterous! Or, so they thought. 
~'But above all, he excelled in prayer:' 
These words from William Penn about 
George Fox would be difficult for many 
in our modern world to understand. It 
would be much easier to understand if 
Fox had ~'excelled" in sociology and psy-
chology. He didn't. He excelled in 
prayer. These words are a part of a 
larger statement by Penn in his introduc-
tion to Fox's journal about what he con-
sidered the most important characteris-
tic of the founder of the people called 
Quakers. Penn continues: ~'The inward-
ness and weight of his spirit, the rever-
ence and solemnity of his address and 
behavior, and the fewness and fulness of 
his words, have often struck even 
strangers with admiration, as they used 
to reach others with consolation ... :• 
And then Penn concludes this most 
powerful portrait of Fox with these mov-
ing words: ~'The most awful, living, 
reverent frame I ever felt or beheld, I 
must say, was his in prayer:' 
George Fox believed in the power of 
prayer. He believed that prayer could 
be transforming, for individuals or for 
groups of individuals who live in towns 
and cities. His own life was a witness to 
the transforming power of prayer, and 
he modeled this life of prayer among the 
early Friends. Whatever else George 
Fox was, he was a man of prayer. 
The most striking thing that we know 
about this world is that it is inhabited 
by human beings, and the most impor-
tant thing we know about these human 
beings is that they are forever, like Fox, 
in quest of making connection with the 
Almighty God. It is the finite in search 
of union with the Infinite, and prayer is 
the transforming vehicle in this search. 
What is more noble than the human 
quest to rriake contact with the Living 
God? I can think of none greater. 
It may never be said of you that ~'the 
most awful, living, reverent frame I ever 
felt or beheld" was John or Jane Doe in 
prayer. Let it be said, however, that as a 
Christian you believe in the transform-
ing power of prayer because our Lord 
believed in it. And whether it be in an 
individual or the city of Los Angeles, 
prayer can be transforming. Through 
the healing power of prayer the lame 
have been known to walk again, the 
deaf have received the gift of hearing, 
and the blind have received sight. God 
does work miracles. Transformation 
through prayer is possible- even in 
Southern California. u 
james Newby is editor of 
Quaker Life magazine 
and is executive director 
of the D. Elton Trueblood 
Academy for Applied 
Christianity at the 
Earlham School of Reli-
gion and Yokefellow 
Institute in Richmond, 
Indiana. james has published numerous 
articles and booklets, edited and introduced 
four books, and has authored Elton 
Trueblood: Believer, Teacher and 
Friend; Between Peril and Promise 
{coauthored with wife, Elizabeth}, The 
Creation of a Future: A Model for Spiri-
tual Renewal, and Reflections from the 
Light of Christ. 
It is a pleasure to have james Newby con-
tributing our "guest editorial" this issue. I 
appreciate the interaction between the two 
magazines and the opportunity to write a 
full-length article on open worship. 
-Paul Anderson, Editor. 
COVER: As Christians we 
don't live in a vacuum. Our 
faith and spirituality stretch 
and change as we are affected 
by our interaction with each 
other. This theme is 
, approached from several 
directions by articles 
in this issue. 
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Embracing the Silence 
BY PAUL ANDERSON 
O PEN WORSHIP is one of those traditions Friends embrace, but often we do so without much 
thought as to how to use the time mean-
ingfully. The tendency is to be uncom-
fortable with too much silence and to fill 
the "empty" space with words. After all, 
silence is a strange and foreign com-
modity within today's noisy society. Thrn-
ing on the television or stereo becomes a 
semiautomatic reflex when we are faced 
with the shock of a quiet room. Seldom 
do we find ourselves able to pray for more 
than three or four minutes because of 
acute "spiritual attention deficit:' We 
crave entertainment, while at the same 
time our lives are devoid of substance. 
Tragically, we allow such shallowness 
to influence the meeting for worship until 
we find ourselves catering to the lowest 
common denominator among the least 
committed. We disallow reflective pauses 
between events in the service, worrying 
that someone might get bored; we ensure 
that open worship is neither too long nor 
too embarrassingly silent, interrupting 
the divine Word with our words of human 
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origin; we fill the silence with background 
music to "assist" the distracted attender; 
and we always command a performance by 
the speaker ... whether led by the Spirit to 
speak or not. We live in a world filled 
with words, while at the same time we 
remain unreached by Truth. 
Ironically, at the very peak of the infor-
mation age, the world suffers chronic mal-
nutrition when it comes to being "fed" by 
the transforming Word of God. The mod-
ern assumption that humans can live by 
bread alone is found to be naive and falsely 
optimistic when tested by experience. 
People starve while the hunger goes ig-
nored or misnamed. Well-meaning folk-
both religious and secular-offer a pleth-
ora of words ... and more words, as 
though shells and husks had nutritive 
value. But the true need for the feeding 
of the human soul is the life-changing 
Word of God, which comes to us as a 
divine gift- to be received and ingested 
through the embrace of faith. When this 
happens all things become new. Life takes 
on new meaning and perspective, and the 
Word that spoke in the beginning 
becomes the creative and ordering source 
of all meaningful words today. 
So what difference can open worship 
make, given our situation? 
Several years ago during a meeting for 
worship I gained a cluster of insights that 
continue to change and renew my life 
spiritually. We had worshiped at Glas-
gow Friends Meeting for over half a year 
by then, and I found myself again strug-
gling with the discipline of silent worship. 
Our family had moved to Scotland for me 
to pursue my doctoral work in New Testa-
ment studies at the University of Glas-
gow, and in doing so we transferred our 
membership to the local Friends meeting. 
By that time I was more than aware of the 
cross-cultural differences between an 
American evangelical Friends pastor and 
the more reserved manner of British 
unprogrammed Friends. 
This awareness caused me to be a little 
less extroverted with my spoken ministry 
out of sensitivity to the context, even 
though Friends had been very apprecia-
tive of the times I was led to speak. The 
result was that I had to face the silence 
straight on rather than filling it with even 
my own words. A difficult assignment for 
one used to preaching and teaching at 
least three times a week. 
This particular Sunday morning, after 
taking the first half hour to allow the "clut-
ter" of my busied life to settle and to lift 
assorted concerns in prayer to God, I 
found my attention being drawn to the 
watershed marks of my spiritual life. I 
remembered the time when as a fourteen-
year-old I asked Christ to forgive my sin 
and trusted Him for the gift of salvation. 
And then there was the time when as a 
sixteen-year-old I had asked to be filled 
with the Holy Spirit because my life had 
no empowerment. I saw that Christ 
needed to be my "Lord;' not just my Sav-
ior. Then I recalled prayers for healing, 
many of which were answered, and the 
lifting of other burdens to God: direction 
for the future, concerns about relation-
ships and loved ones, intercession for 
others, and the list goes on. What struck 
me about many of these times was that 
they seemed to have taken place during 
an "altar call" at the conclusion of a wor-
ship service, or during some other less 
structured context of private prayer or 
corporate worship. 
By NOW I was being drawn into a kind of "mental dialogue" in which questions demanding to be 
addressed seemed to emerge one after 
another. 
For instance, "What was it about an 
altar call context that possessed such a 
life-changing capacity for you?" came the 
first question. As I reflected on what 
really made the difference, it wasn't 
primarily the music or the speaker or any-
thing external that evoked the change; 
what really made the difference was com-
ing fully into the presence of God and see-
ing myself in the light of 'Truth. 
Human instruments were used by God, 
but mainly as a means to the end of 
Christ's reaching the human soul. When 
this happens our masks and facades fall 
away, and we are faced with the stark 
reality of seeing ourselves as we really 
are. 
'Truth is always convicting, and as we 
consider our true conditions we find the 
Spirit of 'Truth faithful to convict us of sin 
and of righteousness. All of this 
heightens our dependence on God and 
causes us to draw more fully on His love, 
grace, and empowerment. We find our-
selves changed women, men, and chil-
dren and spiritually better prepared to be 
Christ's agents of redemptive work in the 
world. Now that's transforming worship! 
Another question followed, "Isn't that 
what is available to you (and every person 
present) right here, in this meeting for 
worship?" I had to agree, and in doing so 
began to view the silence differently. 
Rather than seeing it as a challenge to my 
undisciplined mind, I began to see it as a 
sacred place to meet with God. At once 
the value of open worship changed for 
me. Like the "holy ground" before the 
burning bush and the pentecostal fire of 
the revival meeting the silence had taken 
on sacred significance. No longer was my 
focus on what might be shared by some-
body there, but it had shifted to-abiding in 
the present Christ-the true Word whence 
all inspired words come. Even the Scrip-
tures come alive when the same Spirit 
who inspired their authorship also 
inspires their readership. Silence within 
the open meeting for worship creates 
what Parker Palmer calls "the space in 
which the Living Word of God can be 
heard ... and obeyed:' 
A third set of questions followed the 
others; "If the real thing is creating the 
space in which to encounter the living 
Christ, why reserve only the closing five 
or ten minutes for an altar call at the e·nd 
of the service? Is not the singular priority 
of worship transforming encounters with 
God? Why not do away with the 'prelimi-
naries' and just have open worship as a 
corporate altar call?" 
I began to wonder what would happen 
if Friends from my own revivalist tradi-
tion would recover a sense of spiritual 
expectancy in worship. What would hap-
pen if the entire meeting for worship was 
perceived as a "corporate altar call" in 
which all came to lay their lives openly 
before the risen Lord, not just the few 
who might go forward at the end of a ser-
vice. Who needs entertainment and fes-
tivities when people's lives are being 
genuinely touched by God? Conversely, 
how many times is the Spirit of Christ 
stifled because there is no space for 
human-divine encounter to occur? I 
recalled that as a pastor, some of our most 
Spirit-filled meetings came as I yielded to 
the leading to lay aside the prepared mes-
sage and to shift the focus to the present 
Christ as Leader of open worship. 
P EOPLE'S needs were always met, and the needed message arose from within the gathered meet-
ing. This caused me to reflect upon my 
own tradition and to explore how it might 
be restored to its original spiritual vitality. 
In doing so, several insights emerged: 
1. The spiritually needy include far 
more than those who raise their hands 
during an appeal, or who muster the cour-
age to make their way forward at the end 
of a service. All seekers and finders need 
a regular setting in which to bring their 
lives under the scrutiny of the convicting 
and comforting Spirit of Christ. 
2. The focus of a meeting for worship 
should never be the speaker, with one's 
responsiveness determined by his or her 
fluency with humor or emotional appeal. 
Rather, it is the present Christ to whom 
all effective preachers and evangelists 
point, and truly being reached hinges 
upon encounter with Him. Around this 
priority all forms of worship (and form-
lessness) have their orbit. Their spiritual 
effectiveness is determined by the degree 
to which they serve the Center. 
3. American evangelical Quakerism 
blossomed last century when leaders and 
young people sought to revitalize staid 
meetings by introducing music and 
encouraging more spoken ministry. But 
vital worship is both expressive and 
impressive, and the same creativity that 
has encouraged expression over the last 
century or more can be used to find fresh 
ways to recover the impressive aspect of 
worship. 
4. Open worship has the potential of 
being the most sacramental of Christian 
experiences, as it is in this context that 
ongoing immersion in the Spirit-and 
spiritual communion-take place. 
W ITHIN American revivalism the altar call has come to serve such sacramental functions as 
initiation, recommittal, and divine unc-
tion, but Jesus came to reveal that God's 
presence and grace are never limited to 
outward forms of human action. Jesus 
promised to be present wherever two or 
three are gathered in His name, not just 
when people use the "right words;' raise 
their hands correctly, or perform rituals 
"properly:' Christ came not to "narrow 
down'' the options for how to experience 
God's presence and grace, but to reveal 
that all human-made approaches to God 
are finally bankrupt in contrast to receiv-
ing God's gift of salvation mediated 
through Christ alone. God is spirit, and 
those who worship truly must worship in 
Spirit and in 'Truth. 
In this age of words and more words, 
the world needs now, more than ever, the 
life-producing Word of God. Christ is 
truly present in the meeting for worship, 
seeking to comfort, convict, purify, and to 
lead us into 'Truth. This kind of 'Truth 
exposes our flaws,, but at the same time it 
points the way forward, casting new light 
on society and our places in it. It is the 
stuff of which true revivals, conversions, 
and social reforms are made. It effects 
the healing of the individual and society. 
It calls us back to the Ground and Source 
of our being; and yet, it propels us for-
ward toward the imitation of Christ. It 
involves living into the reality that Christ 
is indeed present in the midst of those 
who gather in His name. When this hap-
pens, open worship changes from a bland 
form of passivity to an incendiary setting 







BY RICHARD J. WoOD 
SINCE THE phrases "Christ-centered" and "Bible-believing" have become code words among 
some Christians, and even used as ver-
bal weapons against other Christians, it 
is worth Friends reflecting on, and bear-
ing testimony to, differing ways to be a 
Christ-centered, Bible-believing Quaker. 
In this brief testimony I do not want 
to argue abstractly as a theologian, but 
to speak confessionally as a Friend. My 
reasons are two: First, it is as believers, 
as followers of Christ, that we must 
learn to love one another (even our ene-
mies!) in spite of our differences. 
Remember 1 John 4:20, "Anyone who 
says, 'I love God,' and hates his brother, 
is a liar, since whoever does not love the 
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brother whom he can see cannot love 
the God whom he has not seen:' It is 
clear that John intended this statement 
to apply to sisters as well. Second, as a 
theologian I am aware that whenever 
Christian people try to use theological 
precision as a basis for unity, the result 
is Christian division. In fact the divi-
siveness generated by an urge for theo-
logical precision is frequently quite 
unchristian, as was often the case 
among Friends in the 1820s and 1830s. 
I am a Christ-centered Friend. For 
me, to be Christ-centered is to try to live 
a life grounded in communion with 
Christ, with the Holy Spirit, who is His 
continuing presence with us. To be 
Christ-centered is to be grounded in His 
life, teaching, suffering, death, and 
resurrection. That life, teaching, suffer-
ing, death, and resurrection reveal a 
God whose way is that of suffering love, 
a God who is Love. To believe that 
Jesus is God with us is to believe that 
the greatest power of all, God, chooses 
to deal with us through suffering love. 
To live in communion with Christ, to 
be Christ-centered, is to continue to 
learn how to love. To live in commu-
nion with Christ is to grow in the ability 
to see Christ in my neighbor, in the per-
son in need, as He taught us in Matthew 
25, the parable of the last judgment. 
Such love is not automatic for us; it is 
something we have to learn from Christ, 
the inward teacher; it is especially 
difficult for us to learn how to love those 
very different from ourselves, different 
by race, culture, or sexual orientation. 
The central point is that, as Paul 
emphasizes in 1 Corinthians 13, without 
love we are as sounding brass or tin-
kling cymbals. All the theological fine 
points in the world don't matter if we 
lack love. Theology is a human, fallible 
activity. God is love. 
To be Christ-centered, to live in com-
munion with the Holy Spirit, is of neces-
sity to take very seriously the primary 
witness to the life, ministry, teaching, 
suffering, death, and resurrection of 
Jesus-namely, the New Testament. To 
be Christ-centered is to be Bible-
believing, but not Bible-centered. The 
center of my Christian faith and 
experience is Christ, through the Holy 
Spirit, not a book, though it is insepara-
ble from that book. 
The New Testament is not simply a set 
of teachings, but the witness of the earli-
est Christians to what Christ meant to 
them, and their attempt to understand 
Him. In bearing witness to God with 
us, it has an irreducibly human element 
as well. Moreover, it is natural that the 
writers of the Bible should mix descrip-
tion with interpretation and theory, as 
well as add quasifactual statements such 
as "You should give up drinking only 
water and have a little wine for the sake 
of your digestion and the frequent bouts 
of illness you have:' (1 Timothy 5:23) 
The question whether a little wine is in 
fact good for the stomach is a scientific 
one, and not one to be settled simply by 
reading the Bible. Moreover, even if 
true, would it mean that all Bible-
believing Christians should drink wine? 
T O BE CHRIST-CENTERED is to read the New Testament as a witness to Christ, and to keep 
such issues as this in their minor place. 
Not all words in the New Testament are 
of equal importance, for not all bear 
directly on that witness to Christ. What 
is central in the New Testament, for me 
as a Christ-centered Friend, is its wit-
ness to Christ. As a Christian I find the 
New Testament is the primary witness to 
the Christ whose presence I experience. 
As a Christ-centered Friend I read the 
Hebrew Bible (the Old Testament) in the 
light of the revelation in Christ as wit-
nessed to in the New Testament. 
Being a Bible-believing Friend does not 
mean believing the whole Bible, for that is 
impossible without an elaborate interpre-
tive mechanism that dilutes its witness to 
Christ and distorts the Bible itself. 
For example, reading the Hebrew 
Bible in the light of the New Testament 
makes it possible to reject as inadequate 
a view of God such as that found in 
Joshua that would have God ordering 
the total annihilation of people in the 
way of the conquering Israelites. Jesus 
taught us to turn the other cheek, not to 
annihilate our enemies. 
At the very least to be a Christ-
centered Bible-believing Christian means 
that I must take seriously the main 
teachings of Christ as stated in the 
Bible. It is difficult for me to under-
stand, then, how people can claim to be 
Bible-believing and not accept Christ's 
teachings that we are to love our ene-
A Time for Unity 
In 1990, Evangelical Friends Alliance 
was replaced by Evangelical Friends 
International. This organizational 
change placed missionary outposts of 
Evangelical Friends Alliance on the 
same level as the American yearly meet-
ings. Through this action, the Evangeli-
cal Friends have gained another 
similarity to Friends United Meeting. 
It is time for even closer relations or 
even complete union between Friends 
United Meeting and Evangelical Friends 
International. Such a union would 
achieve a goal sought by the Friends 
Conferences of 1829, 1849, and 1887. In 
the past several years, the majority of 
the constituent meetings of Evangelical 
Friends International and Friends 
United Meeting in the United States and 
Canada have lost large numbers of 
members. Fourteen states have no con-
stituent meetings ofthese groups at all. 
A united organization of Friends 
would include approximately 77 percent 
mies. The peace testimony of Friends is 
among the most biblical of teachings 
and is centrally rooted not only in the 
words of the Bible but in the light and 
witness of Jesus. 
T O BE Bible-believing is to take seriously Paul's statement in Romans that in Christ there is 
neither Jew nor Greek, male nor female, 
slave or free, and to work for the libera-
tion of all people from oppressive forces 
that stereotype them on the basis of race 
or gender. 
The statement has authority not just 
because Paul said it, or because the 
early church included it in the New 
Testament, but because we recognize 
that it bears witness to an important 
implication of the light and ministry of 
Jesus. It is, in a phrase, confirmed by 
the light of the Holy Spirit. 
To be Christ-centered and Bible believ-
ing means that we are to see Jesus' 
injunction to Peter in the Gospel of John 
to "feed my sheep" as applying to His 
subsequent followers. The first letter of 
John makes it clear that since God is 
love the first mark of the church has to 
be the love of Christians for each other. 
We cannot live out the call to love our 
enemies, a very difficult thing to do, 
when we cannot even love our friends. 
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of world Quakerism. Such an organiza-
tion could work to establish new meet-
ings in the United States and abroad. In 
the past few months, several potential 
mission fields have opened up. Eastern 
Europe is now free of communism, and 
its citizens are known to be very hungry 
for the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Ameri-
can military action in Arabia could also 
open doors for Friends missionary 
efforts. EFI and FUM include organized 
meetings in only 19 world countries, 
thus leaving over 150 countries with no 
meetings of EFI and FUM at all. 
A united organization of Friends could 
reaffirm the traditional doctrines of 
Quakerism. The same doctrines were 
held by the primitive Christians. The 
style of worship and doctrines of the 
constituent meetings of FUM and EFI 
reflect even more similarity between the 
two organizations. 
The last and most important reason 
for a merger of Friends United Meeting 
As a Christ-centered Bible-believing 
Friend, I can find sympathy for and 
some unity with those Friends for 
whom the accumulated baggage of his-
tory, the ways the Church has been 
unfaithful to Christ, has put obstacles 
between them and accepting as much of 
the centrality of Christ and the authority 
of Scripture as I do. As a Christ-
centered Bible-believing Friend, I can 
find much common ground with those 
Friends who place even more emphasis 
on biblical truth than I do. 
As a Christ-centered Bible-believing 
Friend I am certain that the greatest 
weakness among Friends is our partisan 
spirit and the lack of love shown 
between groups who differ on items of 
belief. What Friends need is not 
another realignment, which would really 
be another ... ism. We need greater 
humility and compassion and a deeper 
centeredness in the Holy Spirit, the 
presence of Christ. u 
Richard Wood is President of Earlham 
College in Richmond, Indiana, and 
previously served as Academic Vice 
President of Whittier College in Whittier, 
California. Richard received his Ph.D. 
from Yale and is active in a variety of 
Quaker and educational pursuits. 
and Evangelical Friends International is 
a renewed commitment to Jesus Christ. 
The Conference of Friends held at Balti-
more, Maryland, in 1849 issued a docu-
ment that stated in part, "This foun-
dation is Christ Jesus, the Rock of Ages. 
A firm belief in Him as our Savior and 
Redeemer, as our only hope of glory and 
eternal blessedness, has ever been con-
fessed by us ... :• A firm belief in Jesus 
"as our Savior and Redeemer" could and 
should unite Friends in love, in faith, 
and in work. 
GREG HINSHAW 
Winchester, Indiana u 
Greg Hinshaw is a sixteen-year-old sixth 
generation member of Bear Creek Friends. 
He is currently editing materials for a 
publication to commemorate the 175th 
anniversary of the founding of Indiana 
Yearly Meeting. 
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Words Made Flesh 
Harry Blamires, Servant, 1985, 173 pp., 
$6.95 
This British evangelical has taken a 
number of common words such as fire, 
water, air, rock, tabk hands and pulled 
together the biblical uses of each, as 
well as many common uses. The result 
is an enlightening and inspiring body of 
reflections which make these common 
things far more significant than before. 
This could be an excellent book for 
devotional uses: take one of these 
words for a day or a week and remind 
yourself of its meanings as you see the 
thing named. It could also be the basis 
for a series of helpful sermons or Bible 
studies. Reading it has enriched my 
own life. -Lauren King 
The Long Road Home 
Lion Publishing, 160 pp. 
Readers looking for a book that will 
rush them to the Kleenex box will find it 
here! This is a touching account of a 
family struggle in the midst of one 
member's battle with terminal cancer. 
Principally, the book is the picture of 
Wendy Green's suffering as she watches 
her husband in his illness. She writes 
openly about her feelings and the things 
she learns during the year prior to his 
death, and the year following. She does 
not write as one who has found all the 
answers, but as one who is still reaching 
out to receive the strength God offers in 
such times. -Betty M. Hockett 
Did Jesus Rise from the Dead? (The 
Resurrection Debate) 
Gary R. Habermas and Antony G. N. 
Flew, Harper & Row, 1987, 190 pp., 
$14.95 
Since the validity of Christian faith rests 
or falls on the resurrection of Jesus from 
the dead, books of apologetics on this 
subject continue to be written. This 
one, in the form of a debate between 
Christian Gary Habermas and Atheist 
Antony Flew, followed by a discussion 
and a response by three eminent Chris-
tian theologians, is a significant book in 
this area and well worth the reading by 
those who seek to be proficient in this 
area of apologetics. 
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FRIENDS READ 
No new "proof" is offered since none is 
possible. But faith is underscored and 
shown (at least to the Christian) to be 
more reasonable than non-faith. 
-Philip Thy lor 
August Edouart: A Quaker Album 
Helen and Nel Laughon, Cheswick 
Press, 1987, 125 pp., $29.95 
Rarely have beauty and history been 
combined so perfectly as in this volume 
of duplicate silhouettes by August Edou-
art. Sure to delight the artist's eye and 
the genealogist's curiosity alike, these 
"snipped portraits" are perfect in detail 
and charming in style. Using only scis-
sors and paper, Edouart reproduced for 
posterity the faces, hair styles, and 
costumes of his day. Each silhouette 
was duplicated and entered into his vast 
collection while the original was sold to 
his patron. His precise cataloging sys-
tem assured that he would be able to 
reproduce any of the 50,000 silhouettes 
he created during his lifetime. 
When the bulk of his life's work was 
lost at sea, he was devastated and gave 
away the few volumes that were sal-
vaged. These were passed down from 
generation to generation, eventually 
breaking up the collection. In 1969 a 
volume was discovered that had been 
thought lost at sea. Its distinction was 
that Edouart had filled it with silhou-
ettes cut among the Quaker communi-
ties in England and America between 
1827 and 1845. These plain people 
thought portraits vain and extravagant, 
but the cutting of silhouettes was simple 
and frugal. In many cases these are the 
only likenesses that exist of certain 
Quaker forebears. 
The designs are stunning and fascinat-
ing. From a small girl with a doll to an 
elderly man with a cane, here we meet 
members of a Quaker community. 
Because of Edouart's meticulous records 
nearly all figures are identified, making 
this folio a treasure for genealogists with 
Quaker ancestors. Perhaps here you will 
find the profile of your great-great-great-
grandmother. At the least you will find 
a rich feast for your eyes. 
-Janelle Townsend 
The Excitement Is Building 
Millard arid Linda Fuller, Word, 1990, 
214 pp. 
One of the most exciting, and fastest 
growing, ministries around is that of 
Habitat for Humanity. Millard Fuller, its 
founder and chief promotor, has told the 
story in his earlier books (Bokotola, Love 
in the Mortar joints, and No More 
Shacks!); in this volume, he and his wife 
continue the Habitat saga with reports 
of how the ministry has prospered and 
extended throughout the 1980s. 
Over and over, I am impressed with 
the way Habitat, while not specifically 
evangelistic in context and thrust, 
nonetheless takes the Gospel and the 
commandments of Christ seriously. 
Their ministry of building low cost, no-
interest homes for the poor, dispos-
sessed, underprivileged, and handi-
capped, using as much donated 
materials and volunteer labor as possi-
ble, is a means of carrying the name of 
Jesus to the world as surely as other 
methods are. And in the process they've 
acquired some strong support. Jimmy 
Carter (who wrote the foreword for this 
book) is the most notable adherent, but 
others include Christian singer Amy 
Grant, Prison Fellowship's founder 
Chuck Colson, and artist, singer and 
advocate for the handicapped, Joni 
Eareckson Tada. Even the Billy Graham 
Evangelistic Association once donated 
the lumber from a stage it had used for 
a crusade. 
Having participated in Habitat projects 
myself, I can testify that it is a program 
worthy of support by evangelicals. Read 
this book and see if you don't catch 
some of the excitement yourself. 
-john Pierce 
M ISSIONARY work has been going on in 
the Philippines for nearly a 
century. Throughout the 
decades it seemed that prog-
ress was extremely slow. 
However, an outpouring of 
the Spirit of God has been 
evident in the land for the 
past ten years that is 
unprecedented in the history 
of missions. More recently, it 
has penetrated the entertain-
ment segment of this society 
in a way that is nothing short 
of revolutionary. 
As I write this article, 
tonight, the incredible stage 
musical drama joseph-the 
Dreamer will be performed 
for the 28th time over the 
past year here in the city of 
Manila, not to mention the 
several performances that 
have been given in Cebu City 
in the central Philippines. 
It all started about two 
years ago when a number of 
newly born-again young 
professional artists decided to 
write and perform their own 
Christian musical. They felt 
that they should glorify God 
with their very best in the 
field they knew best, so 
under the talented leadership 
of Freddie Santos, writer and 
director, they came up with 
First Name, a contemporary 
stage musical that caught the 
city and the Christian com-
munity by total surprise. This 
musical was so original, 
being completely written, 
composed, produced, and 
performed by Filipinos from 
beginning to end, that the 
many theater engagements 
brought raves from enthusias-
tic audiences and urgings to 
take the show abroad. 
With this kind of encour-
agement the group went on 
to joseph and now cannot 
seem to satisfy the thirsty 
crowds for more and more 
performances. If there is any 
doubt in your mind, it will be 
dispelled when you know 
that the secular press has 
declared joseph- the Dreamer 
the "Musical of the Year" for 
1990. Eventually, they 
needed to organize as a legiti-
mate production company, 
taking the name of Acts 
Production. 
As with all such undertak-
ings, these performances 
were not without their trials. 
December 1989 in Cebu City 
the notorious attempted coup 
d'etat took place to overthrow 
the Philippine government, 
on the very night of their 
scheduled performance. In 
spite of the possible danger, 
they felt led not to cancel. 
Their reward was a packed 
auditorium with standing 
room only. Since they 
couldn't leave Cebu anyway, 
the artists decided to give 
another performance the fol-
lowing night, announcing it 
after the show and by word 
of mouth. In less than 24 
hours, the theater was "dan-
gerously" packed. 
In July of 1990 a devastat-
ing earthquake hit the Philip-
pines, and true to form, 
another performance was in 
jeopardy. But the cast feels 
that the message of joseph, 
praising God through every 
circumstance, is even more 
important in times of tragedy. 
One of the most unique 
features of the joseph perfor-
mance came about spontane-
ously when Freddie Santos, 
who also stars as Joseph's 
father, Jacob, closed one eve-
ning with the whole audience 
standing in prayer for the 
country. It was so moving 
and appropriate that it 
became an integral part of 
each performance. 
The only foreigner appear-
ing in the production of 
joseph is Action's missionary 
Steve Cadd. He is so well-
accepted and so tuned to 
Filipino ways (having spent 
most of his life in the Philip-
pinesl that he not only plays 
four characters in the musical 
play, but acts as counselor 
and encourager to the group, 
who are mostly new 
believers. 
Christian music in the 
Philippines has been in a 
sorry state until recent years. 
1\venty years ago it was not 
possible to buy locally 
printed sheet music of any 
kind and there were no 
recordings or taped music 
unless imported by mission-
aries. Today there are 
Filipino artists who are being 
recorded and promoted by 
such groups as Far East 
Broadcasting Co. (FEBq and 
Praise Inc. as well as others. 
Recorded music is now freely 
available. 
As a result of the powerful 
movement of God in this 
Third World country, the 
effect on the fi.eld of arts has 
been dramatic in more ways 
than one. First Name and 
joseph had eleven ex-
members from Repertory 
Philippines, purportedly the 
best theater group in Asia. 
(From that group also came 
the now famous Lea Solonga 
of the British stage smash hit 
Miss Saigon, who incidentally 
was a former student of Fred-
die Santos. I At this writing a 
total of 37 have come to 
Christ from this secular thea-
ter group. And now God is 
calling these young people 
from the entertainment world 
to move on the hearts of their 
own countrymen. 
What does the future hold 
for these dedicated Christian 
young people? It just might 
be that they will get a chance 
to prove to the world that the 
Christian message is powerful 
and appealing when put to 
musical drama by outstand-
ing and dedicated Christian 
performers. Ei! 
Dick and Helen Cadd have 
been missionaries in the 
Philippines for three decades 
and currently serve with Action 
International Ministries. 
Originally from Northwest 
Yearly Meeting, Dick 
represented World Vision 
internationally from 1956 
through 1961, singing with the 
"Four Flats" quartet. 
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hen ar Stops? 
BY JOHN WILLIAMS 
Y OU REMEMBER the word. It came at about 6:40 p.m. January 16, 1991. 
"The war has begun. Allied planes 
have launched a massive air attack on 
Bagdad, the capital of Iraq. America is 
at war:' 
And we began to pray. We prayed like 
we hadn't prayed for a long time. 
Churches organized prayer support 
groups, sanctuaries opened for special 
vigils. The government encouraged 
prayer. Even the schools had prayer in 
the classrooms- spontaneous prayer-
without the support or approval of the 
Supreme Court. When our President 
spoke to us, he asked us to pray for our 
troops and for God's blessing. At the 
outset of the ground offensive, he 
exhorted us to take a few moments to 
pray. 
Then, exactly six weeks after it began, 
it ended. At midnight EST. 
But strangely enough, the announce-
ments of victory contained no requests 
for prayer. It's almost as though we had 
gotten what we asked for and we did 
not need to pray any more. 
In point of fact, what happens now 
may matter more for the future of the 
world and God's very kingdom than all 
that's happened over the past six 
months. The establishment of stable 
peace in the middle East, the caring for 
refugees within war-torn countries, and 
need for divinely directed leadership-
internationally and locally-deserve a 
continued outpouring of prayer. 
How do we pray when war stops? 
• Pray with thankfulness-
thankfulness that the fighting and killing 
have stopped 
thankfulness that Israel did not get into 
the war 
thankfulness that Patriot missiles 
worked so well 
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thankfulness that terrorism did not 
erupt worldwide 
thankfulness that thousands of soldiers 
in the Gulf have taken a closer look at 
Christ than ever before, many coming to 
know Him personally 
thankfulness that people have been 
driven to the Scriptures for help in 
understanding world events 
thankfulness that folks have prayed 
thankfulness that God has spared us 
worldwide bloodshed and chaos. 
not triumphalism, not idolatrous nation-
alism that assumes we are always right, 
always better, always superior 
not with the glib belief that "there's 
nothing like a good war to restore our 
national pride;' but with humility before 
the living God of all mankind 
with humility before the Lord, the only 
King and Ruler of the world 
with humility before the holy God, who 
alone will decide our eternal destiny 
not like the religious man who prayed, 
"God, I thank you that I am not like 
other men ... " 
but with humility like the publican who 
exclaimed, "God, be merciful to me, a 
sinner" 
knowing that Jesus tells the truth: "For 
everyone who exalts himself will be 
humbled, and he who humbles himself 
will be exalted:' (Luke 8:10ff) 
• Pray for mercy-
in obedience to Jesus who said, "Love 
your enemies. Do good to those who 
hate you, bless those who curse you, 
pray for those who mistreat you. If you 
love those who love you, what credit is 
that to you? Even 'sinners' love those 
who love them:' Be merciful just as 
your Father is merciful. 
with a desire to serve Muslims in the 
name of Jesus 
with a willingness to help bind up the 
broken in Iraq (estimates range over 
100,000 for Iraqi dead and wounded, 
and needy refugees in Iraq number in 
the millions), even as we try to heal our 
own wounds from war. 
Jesus hates war. His Kingdom is not 
of this world. Yet He calls us to live out 
His kingdom principles on earth until 
He comes again. 
HEN JESUS prayed for us 
(John 17), He said, "My 
prayer is not that you take 
them out of the world but that you pro-
tect them from the evil one. They are 
not of the world, even as I am not of it. 
Sanctify [purify] them by the truth; your 
word is truth. As you sent me into the 
world, I have sent them into the world. 
For them I sanctify [purify] myself, that 
they too may be truly sanctified 
[purified]:' (vv. 15-19) 
"Lord, teach us to pray ... 
teach us to exhibit mercy and love to 
our enemies 
"sanctify us so that Jesus directs us 
more than our instincts do 
"send us into the world as Jesus to our 
neighbors, local and global:' if 
BY BECKY TOWNE 
''To learn ... more about Got:£ how to worship) about 
obedience, about the Bible'' 
''For peace with myself'' 
''For food and discipline'' 
''To share with others'' 
''For fellowship'' 
''For motivation to get into the Scriptures'' 
''To deepen my spiritual condition'' 
"To be able to apply the Bible to my daily life" 
HESE WERE answers to the ques-
tion "Why do you attend Bible 
study?" Although the reasons 
vary, the direction is the same: We are 
traveling a road, a pathway to God. We 
need to know how to walk that road and 
we need to know the support of those 
traveling with us. 
A Bible study allows for all these needs 
and more to be met when some simple 
guidelines are followed. 
1. Try a workbook-style study 
Many need to be trained or retrained on 
how to study. I love to read stories for 
pleasure and I find myself reading Scrip-
ture for pleasure. That's not all bad, but 
there is more to Scripture than reading (or 
skimming) for pleasure, or just to say 
we're reading the Bible. There are several 
study books out now that break each 
chapter into five daily sections. This 
helps build a daily study discipline. 
The workbook-style study also helps us 
get in touch with ourselves using journal-
keeping and answering questions about 
how we feel or what we think, beyond the 
facts. 
An excellent place to start is the study 
entitled Designed by God: Studies on Heal-
ing and Wholeness by Kirkie Morrissey 
(Zondervan Publishing). Kirkie takes us 
from discovering a proper self-image to 
discovering our giftedness. 
NavPress also has in-depth studies on 
the Old and New Testaments that are bro-
ken up into five daily studies per chapter. 
These can be done individually, or a 
leader's guide is available for a group 
study. 
2. Build a community of love 
Pray together. Allow time for prayer 
requests and sharing. Commit to con-
fidentiality within the group. Do not 
allow gossip or a spirit of criticism to 
invade. And don't be afraid of 
vulnerability-we're all on this walk 
together! 
It does take time to build a community 
of love. Don't expect the first meeting to 
be a time of complete freedom in sharing. 
Group members should find comfort in 
the knowledge that personal sharing is 
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not mandatory but it is encouraged. And 
as love and trust grow, so will the freedom 
to be open in sharing. 
3. Plan special activities together 
After a morning study, plan a luncheon or 
maybe lunch out. Think about having a 
closing activity at the end of a study. 
Recap the good things about your study 
and look forward to the next. 
In this fast-paced schedule that most of 
us find ourselves, it is important to make 
time for being together for a meal and fel-
lowship. Take time to relax and talk 
about the day-to-day feelings and respon-
sibilities that make up who we are. The 
extra effort is worth it! 
4. Plan for good breaks between studies 
It is difficult to commit to any Bible study 
that has no end in sight. Plan a yearly 
schedule keeping in mind school sched-
ules and holidays. Our new "year" begins 
in September following Labor Day. We 
seem ready at this time to begin settling in 
for school and autumn. Plan a consistent 
schedule and conclude somewhere 
around the first part of December. Be 
ready to begin a new study near mid-
January and conclude before school is dis-
missed for the summer. 
Some may enjoy a summer study dis-
cipline with a monthly accountability 
time planned. This means group mem-
bers are on their own for four weeks, then 
come together for questions and discus-
sion, prayer, and sharing. Then each one 
is renewed and ready, looking forward to 
the next four weeks. 
5. Plan for growth 
If there is a study that is especially good 
and fits your style, plan to repeat the 
course with a new group. Or pass it along 
to another group within your fellowship 
or maybe even to friends in nearby 
churches. 
Seek available resources in leadership 
training so that others so gifted may de-
velop the confidence to be group leaders. 
A Bible study is a tool that, used 
properly, can greatly benefit not only the 
individual, but the church as a whole. It 
is a time of fellowship as well as learning, 
of motivation and application, and of a 
spiritual deepening in our sharing and 
understanding. How about a Bible 
study? u 
Becky Towne is very active 
in women's ministries at 
Colorado Springs Friends 
Church, where her 
husband, Jim, has been 
pastor for two years. In 
addition to caring for the 
home, four children, and 
teaching piano, she also 
leads a Bible study. 
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Working to Reconcile: 
NBEA Conference 1991 
Portland area black and white 
churches came together for a Sunday 
evening reconciliation rally. Shown at 
the podium (above) Is Dr. Dessle 
Webster, known as the Mother of 
NBEA. Mrs. Millicent Lindo (below), 
director of Westside Holistic Family 
Center In Chicago, addresses the 
convention. 
BY JENNIFER L. FYocK 
P ULLING TOGETHER across an urban sprawl, 53 pastors and churches, both black and white, 
attended workshops, exchanged pulpits, 
and rallied for unity at the National Black 
Evangelical Association 1991 Conference 
held in Portland, Oregon, April 3-7. 
Aaron Hamlin, executive director for 
the NBEA and pastor of Piedmont Friends 
in Portland, one of a half-dozen black 
Quaker congregations across America, 
marked this year's conference as one of 
the most successful in establishing unity 
both within the black church and 
between the races. Reconciliation, in fact, 
was a stated theme of the conference. 
"Our emphasis is on fellowship;' 
Hamlin said. "We come as individuals in 
Christ to the conference. Positions, 
denominations, or races don't matter:' 
At the close of the week, congrega-
tions participated in a cultural exchange 
as black pastors spoke in white churches 
and white pastors spoke in black 
churches. 
Hamlin noted that preliminary 
relationships established between the 
pastors who volunteered for the pulpit 
exchange continue to flourish. On 
Aaron Hamlin 
Sunday evening Portland's Convention 
Center filled with an interracial group of 
around 1,100 who gathered for prayer, 
worship, and commitment to improving 
relations between blacks and whites. 
Now plans for carrying on the spirit of 
reconciliation include a gathered-church 
picnic, to take place in Portland sometime 
this summer. 
Hamlin acknowledged this confer-
ence has seen dramatic results, but things 
have not always proven so fruitful. The 
residue of a history where blacks were 
taught and assisted, but not included, by 
white denominations still lingers. Even 
among Quakers, says Hamlin, "There has 
never been a strong appeal to draw blacks 
into their denomination:' 
In the last 25 years the NBEA and the 
National Association of Evangelicals have 
cooperated to work toward making 
changes in this and other areas of racial 
disparity. 
Only two years ago their Social Action 
Commission formed an official consulta-
tion on racism, out of which came the 
"Statement on Prejudice and Racism;' 
accepted by both parties in 1990. This 




sees us as 
just a 
novelty.'' 
God of all races; acknowledges prejudice 
to be a consequence of man's sin nature; 
calls racism, which is "prejudice plus 
power;' a "severe and current sin"; and 
charges black and white evangelicals to 
forgive and repent while striving to effect 
economic and institutional cleansing of 
racism. Specifically, the Commission's 
goals are breaking down the job market to 
provide equal opportunities, encouraging 
partnerships between black and white 
churches for cultural exchange and urban 
church planting, and challenging educa-
tional institutions to provide "caring and 
loving environments for students of vari-
ous races or economic classes:' (Resolu-
tion on Racism adopted at the 1991 
Annual Convention of the National 
Association of Evangelicals) 
What are the current causes of sepa-
ration between the churches today? To 
begin with, some needs and issues the 
black church deals with differ from those 
the white church addresses. Black 
churches often lack finances, which puz-
zles the white church. "If you take a pool 
of 100 people from a black church and a 
pool of 100 people from a white church, 
you will receive less financial backing 
from the black pool compared to the 
white pool;' Hamlin said, as whites have 
higher employment rates, greater 
inheritances, and own more property. 
Furthermore, black churches are usually 
confined to urban neighborhoods, rather 
than suburban or rural; accordingly, they 
deal with higher rates of crime, homeless-
ness, gang warfare, and drug problems 
than do many white churches. Stylistic 
differences also tend to segregate congre-
gations. Hamlin described black services 
as more expressive and less structured 
than those found in most white churches. 
Worship methods, such as prayer and 
music, reflect these differences. 
Altogether, the white church views 
the black church as separate, and not 
necessarily equal. And evangelical 
churches, rather than Pentecostal or ecu-
menical churches, for example, show the 
thickest barriers. "People don't see you as 
the same. They look at you as if you're 
'over there;" said Hamlin. "It's what I 
term 'Nicety versus Necessity: In other 
words, 'It's nice to have you around, nice 
to see you're involved, nice to see you're 
believers: rather than, 'It's important to 
have you around, we need what you have 
to offer: 'fhe white church sometimes 
sees us as just a novelty:' 
Developing an understanding of black 
and white Christians as equally viable 
contributors to the Kingdom may be the 
answer, suggests Hamlin. "Recognize the 
black church has something to offer-
more than just music- besides being 
recipients. We have something to offer 
the white community, and they have 
something to offer us:' For instance, a few 
yea_rs back Northwest Yearly Meeting 
mv1ted a black pastor to speak at its con-
ference. Several from Piedmont came to 
listen and left the meeting excited and 
motivated, as did many whites. But, 
Hamlin says, "It will be five, six, ten years 
before you have another black speaker. 
Every conference should include ethnic 
people in leadership so they are giving 
and taking, giving and taking:' He adds it 
is not enough to have a Friends commis-
sion on ethnic groups, as does NWYM, if 
it lacks ethnic people as members and 
leaders. Other improvements could be 
the regular inclusion of black writings in 
publications such as the EVANGELICAL 
FRIEND, and continuing formation of coali-
tions between black and white churches 
to reach out to surrounding communities 
and address common problems. Remem-
b~ring our unity of purpose, as richly 
diverse followers of Christ, will 
strengthen our unity of spirit. u 
jennifer Fyock is a recent graduate of 
George Fox College, Newberg, Oregon. She 
married Dave Kinard on june 15. 
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BY BETTY HOCKETT 
O NE Evangelical Friends missionary couple in 
recent years served on three 
different mission fields 
located on two continents. In 
fact, they fulfilled two mis-
sion assignments after they 
had already spent 40 years as 
effective missionaries. Besides 
learning three foreign lan-
guages, this couple immersed 
themselves in two distinct 
cultures. (The culture of one 
country where they served 
closely resembled another.) 
Between.terms of overseas 
service, they pastored a cross-
cultural church in the United 
States. One of them recently 
visited two mission fields 
where they had served, and 
rejoiced to discover how 
God's work has continued. 
George and Dorothy 
Thomas, the couple with this 
varied experience, each 
responded to God's call while 
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young. As adults, they served 
Him in Burundi and Rwanda, 
learning Kirundi, Kinyar-
wanda, and French. They 
also ministered to Navajo 
Indians in Rough Rock, Ari-
zona, on two separate occa-
sions. For seven years before 
pioneering the Friends work 
in Rwanda, they pastored the 
Friends church at Sprague 
River, Oregon, located on the 
Klamath Indian Reservation. 
George, the expert builder 
and skillful outdoorsman, 
faced missionary work with a 
pioneer spirit. Once he saw 
the need for a mission station 
at Kwisumo, in Burundi bush 
country, he set about to con-
struct buildings that allowed 
missionaries to live and work 
in that area. He and Dorothy 
spent several years minister-
ing to the Barundi who lived 
in villages scattered around 
Kwisumo. 
News reached George one 
year of an area in Thnzania 
where no one had yet 
preached the Gospel. He and 
two others investigated the 
possibilities of opening a 
work there. George looked 
about the unevangelized terri-
tory and said, "I want to 
come back here and help 
these people know about 
God's love:' 
As time went on, however, 
circumstances prevented the 
fulfillment of that plan. "I 
will still pray for those peo-
ple in Thnzania:' he said. 
Dorothy, the competent 
homemaker, welcomed all 
guests, regardless of when 
they appeared at her door. 
She taught reading and sew-
ing classes that helped the 
Barundi improve their lives. 
She willingly provided simple 
medical treatment for indi-
viduals who showed up for 
help. Her loving spirit trans-
lated into actions that brought 
benefit to people of all ages. 
Trained in evangelism and 
discipleship, she and George 
gladly prayed with those who 
wanted help from the Lord. 
Together they rejoiced when 
they could help bring to 
repentance some of their 
Barundi friends who had 
turned away from the Lord. 
The twice-daily family prayer 
and Bible reading sessions 
led the Thomas daughters, 
Rose and Becky, to give their 
lives to God, also. 
After the political situation 
in Burundi made it impossible 
for missionaries to continue 
there, the Thomases supposed 
their pioneer-type mission 
work lay behind them. 
Not so! In 1986, they found 
themselves in Rwanda, Af-
rica, opening the new Friends 
work there. Working along-
side Willard and Doris Fergu-
son, also missionary veterans, 
they discovered many 
similarities to life in Burundi. 
The two missionary couples 
faced difficult questions for 
which they could find no 
easy answers. Trying to dis-
cover how to get the essential 
government recognition sent 
them on a merry-go-round of 
activity. Some people said 
gloomily, "You'll never get the 
permit. Many other groups 
have been turned away:' 
George and Willard made 
endless trips to government 
offices. They sought advice 
from knowledgeable people, 
such as Bishop Aaron 
Ruhumuriza of the Free 
Methodist Church. Regularly 
their hopes rose, only to 
crash. 
Agonizing sessions of 
prayer and planning finally 
brought them to May 10, 
1987. That morning, the 
Thomases and Fergusons 
rejoiced to see 40 people 
gather for worship in a large 
home located in the Kicukiro 
area of Kigali. At last the 
missionaries' frustration 
changed to hope. A few 
months later it appeared cer-
tain that Friends would 
receive the necessary govern-
ment recognition from the 
Minister of Justice. 
That fall George and Doro-
thy came back to the United 
States. Soon after, they heard 
the long-awaited news-the 
Minister of Justice had 
granted the recognition 
Friends needed. The 
Thomases, along with many 
others, thanked God for 
bringing about this miracle. 
Their years of ministry here 
and abroad have left George 
and Dorothy victorious. They 
willingly recall answers to 
prayer, recount miracles, or 
tell exciting stories of wild-
animal hunts and other 
events. Missionaries who 
worked closely with them 
speak highly of their efforts. 
George and Dorothy 
Thomas completed more than 
45 years of outstanding ser-
vice on three foreign mission 
fields and at one home site. 
What's next? Who knows? 
After all, they're still going 
strong. iiF 
Betty Hockett is author of the 
"Life Story from Missions" 
series of books being published 
by George Fox Press. The ninth 
of these books written espe-
cially for children is No Time 
Out-the story of George and 
Dorothy Thomas, and is avail-
able from George Fox Press, 
600 East Third Stree( Newberg, 
Oregon 97132 {$3.95 plus $1.50 
postage and handling). 
EVERY SUNDAY, between three and six adults with 
a variety of physical and 
mental disabilities attend our 
meeting for worship. They 
arrive in a van from a nearby 
group home, accompanied by 
one or two staff members. 
They are often mildly disrup-
tive, especially during quiet 
worship. But they have won 
our hearts, and we wouldn't 
be without them now. 
When we have singing, 
they all sing. They sing 
loudly, and not always in 
tune. At first, some of our 
members were annoyed. 
Some began to sing more 
loudly at first to try to sup-
port (or even drown out) the 
untuneful voices of the new-
comers. We all soon realized 
that our whole meeting had 
been singing too quietly for a 
long time! Our new friends 
helped us to rediscover the 
joy of singing. 
During the quiet worship, 
one of these new people will 
often stand and say, "''m 
praying for you!" And as we 
all shake hands at the rise of 
meeting, another one says, 
every week, "I just know that 
Jesus is love:' 
Again, these new friends 
have helped us, in their true 
simplicity, to remember 
things we often forget. 
A child in our First Day 
school was born with cere-
bral palsy. He's blind in one 
eye and deaf in one ear, and 
he's also hyperactive. He 
speaks too loudly, and he 
quickly becomes agitated 
when he's in a large group. 
But this year, Casey wrote 
our First Day school's 
Christmas pageant. He also 
helped to cast it. His vision 
and understanding of the 
Christmas story made the 
pageant a very special one 
this year. We couldn't have 
done it without him. 
Out on the street corner by 
our meetinghouse is a man in 
his fifties named Ed. He 
used to be a carpenter, and 
he used to be a volunteer 
fireman. A stroke a few 
years ago left him unable to 
walk and slurred his speech. 
Most adults have a lot of 
trouble understanding Ed, 
but all of the children of the 
neighborhood understand 
him easily, and he knows 
them all. 
Anytime it isn't raining, or 
the temperature isn't below 
35 degrees, Ed is out on the 
corner. He's there to watch 
the school bus pick up the 
children and drop them off 
later. Anytime the fire trucks 
roll out of the firehouse 
across the street, or anytime 
the ambulance goes out on a 
call, Ed is there to wave to 
them and let them know he'll 
be thinking about them, no 
matter what they find. He's 
heard the call on his scanner 
radio. 
Ed used to be tied to one 
location. Then, last year, 
some of his friends got 
together and helped him buy 
a three-wheeled electric cart. 
Now Ed zips all over the 
neighborhood, stopping to 
talk to everyone, always 
patiently saying things over 
when people don't under-
stand him. Ed is the unpaid, 
unofficial guardian angel of 
our neighborhood. 
There's a world of differ-
ence between looking at peo-
ple like Ed, Casey, or our 
new attenders from the group 
home as disabled, and recog-
nizing that we need them, too. 
They have problems, and 
they know it, but the prob-
lems aren't all on their side. 
Too many of the problems 
are on our side, on the side 
of the "normal" people, who 
can't recognize how much we 
need them. 
What has our meeting 
done? We've tried to take a 
serious look at the special 
needs of everyone who is a 
part of our meeting, and do 
whatever we can to remove 
the barriers created by our 
thoughtlessness or our poor 
initial design. 
Erna, in her sixties, was 
one of the last victims of 
polio in this country. Every 
Sunday she comes up the 
ramp that our meeting built, 
e need these 
people because of 
who they ar~ not 
in spite of who 
they are. 
leaning on her walker, drag-
ging her weaker leg with 
every step. Erna is one of the 
most deeply spiritual people 
in our meeting. She doesn't 
speak very often in 
worship- maybe only two or 
three times a year. Another 
effect of the polio was the 
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weakening of her voice. Her 
speech comes out in short 
gasps. Whenever she strug-
gles to her feet to speak dur-
ing worship, it is always with 
a message of thanks. 
People come to Erna for 
counsel because they know 
that she will listen and that 
she knows about suffering 
and loneliness. When Erna 
says she'll pray for you, you 
know she'll do it, and you 
feel the support. Erna was 
one of the most valued mem-
bers of our Ministry and 
Counsel Committee. 
For 40 years, Walter has 
been first to arrive at the 
meetinghouse on Sunday. He 
takes his job of greeter seri-
ously. Every person who 
arrives gets a big smile and a 
handshake that numbs the 
arm to the elbow. If it's your 
first time to visit our meeting, 
Walter will see to it that 
you're introduced to every-
one. If you're an old friend, 
you can look forward to a 
few moments of warm con-
versation with him before 
finding your seat. 
Bea has been working in 
the nursery of our First Day 
school for more than 40 
years. She knows the littlest 
children so well, she's almost 
telepathic with them. She 
remembers every birthday of 
every child, and keeps track 
of every child's progress and 
performance in school. Chil-
dren know that Bea loves 
them, and their whole atti-
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tude toward our meeting and 
toward God is shaped by her. 
Both Bea and Walter are 
almost completely deaf. 
Walter worked in a cement 
plant near noisy machinery 
for most of his working life, 
and Bea has an untreatable 
nerve deafness that makes 
her miss most of every con-
versation. 
Several years ago, our meet-
ing bought a special hearing 
system, with individual 
pocket receivers and a power-
ful portable microphone. For 
the first time in 10 or 15 
years, Bea and Walter could 
hear at worship. Walter, who 
loves music, almost wept the 
first Sunday the system was 
used. He heard the sound of 
music that brought him so 
much joy. 
The sound system has also 
proved helpful when visiting 
members of our meeting with 
hearing loss, especially in 
nursing homes. It makes the 
difference between a frustrat-
ing pastoral call and one that 
brings real communication. 
What else is our meeting 
doing? This year we installed 
grab bars on all of the 
bathrooms to make them eas-
ier and safer to use. We've 
checked the lighting, and we 
pay more attention to making 
sure that walks and steps are 
cleared and sanded in the 
winter. Not all the barriers 
are down yet, but we see 
what the barriers are. Most 
important of all, we recognize 
that the barriers are things 
that we, the "normal" people, 
have created and maintained. 
We're doing our best to 
remove the barriers, because 
we recognize that we need 
these people. We don't need 
them for their financial con-
tributions or to increase the 
numbers at worship. We 
need their gifts. We need 
them because of who they 
are, not in spite of who they 
are. They need us, but we 
need them, too. 
Up at the convenience store 
on the corner almost every 
morning is a man called 
Woody. Woody was a fighter 
pilot who was shot down and 
spent time in a prisoner of 
war camp. When he came 
home, he was strange and 
withdrawn, and he's gone 
downhill since then. He 
stands by the door of the con-
venience store, chain smok-
ing, staring, lost in his own 
private world. Sometimes he 
talks to people, rambling 
about his flying experiences. 
Sometimes he talks by the 
hour to himself. 
The regular customers all 
know Woody and greet him, 
and the staff at the store let 
him stay around, even though 
he sometimes makes new 
customers uncomfortable. 
I don't know yet what 
Woody's gifts may be. And 
there are many more people 
whose gifts our meeting 
hasn't discovered yet, or who 
are cut off by barriers we 
have erected and maintained. 
But thanks be to God, a 
few of those barriers are 
coming down. And as the 
barriers come down, as those 
"other" people become free, 
we discover how much we 
needed them all along. if 
joshua Brown is pastor of 
Adirondack Friends Meeting in 
South Glens Falls, New York 
(NYYM}. While Joshua did his 
seminary work at The Earlham 
School of Religion he also 
worked for Quaker Life 
magazine, for which he 
currently writes a regular 
column entitled "Leadings." 
HOT OFF THE FAX 
News from the EFI-North 
America Director 
Dear Friends: 
It was my privilege to attend Alaska 
Yearly Meeting to welcome them officially into 
the North America Region of Evangelical 
Friends International. The July 8-15 sessions 
in Kotzebue were an inspiration to all of us, 
and I was happy also to be able to visit some 
of the churches with a message of encourage-
ment. Robert Sheldon, yearly meeting super-
intendent, is a leader with vision. Let us 
support him with our prayers. 
A tentative date of October 7-10 in Los 
Angeles has been set for the organizational 
meeting of the EFI Executive Council. James 
Morris, acting director, will convene the meet-
ing of all four regional directors to elect a new 
international director, develop organization 
plans to assist the three new regions, and 
begin plans for an international conference. 
Iowa Yearly Meeting is calling a meeting 
on September 12-14 of all yearly meetings who 
are interested in considering the possibility of 
a realignment of Friends based on the place of 
Christ and Scripture. This call will be sent to 
yearly meetings without regard for present 
connections (EFI, FUM, etc.). I encourage 
yearly meetings to respond to the invitation 
by sending the suggested number of represen-
tatives to the Oskaloosa gathering. 
We live in an exciting time and we must 
do all we can to create and utilize the most 
effective means of reaching the lost with the 
message of Christ's love. May we open our 
hearts and minds to the "new winds" of the 
Spirit blowing across our world today. 
Prayerfully yours, Stan Perisho 
News from International Friends 
• Taiwan will welcome two new couples from 
Evangelical Friends Church-Eastern Region 
who have been appointed associate mission-
aries teaching at Morrison Academy. Ron and 
Julie Zinn will be dorm parents at the 
Taichung campus and Ron will teach drafting 
in the high school. Bruce and Tammi Shreve 
will go to Taipei, where Tammi will teach at 
Bethany School and Bruce will serve as the 
mission treasurer part-time. 
• Rwanda missionaries are rejoicing that 
World Relief is sending $10,000 to help in the 
refugee crisis. Many families have suffered 
great loss during the rebellion. 
• News comes from Singapore that Louise and 
William Ho (originally from Taipei) have 
started home Bible studies as a first step in 
planting a Friends church. 
• Plans are now complete in Chhatarpur, 
India, for J. M. Vanlalhriata (Van Lal) to head 
the Christian English School beginning 
August 15. On August 3 he is speaker for the 
EFC-ER Missionary Banquet in Canton, Ohio. 
After helping the Van Lals get settled, Norma 
Freer expects to return to the U.S. for fall 
deputation and then retirement. 
News from North American Friends 
• Ivar and Pauline Johnson have replaced 
Mark and Wilma Roberts for the summer at 
Rough Rock Friends Mission. The J ohnsons 
completed five months in Haiti serving with 
CSI as hosts at the Guest House before going 
on to Arizona in June. 
• Two Quaker couples are ministering in 
Eastern Europe this summer. Gary and Carol 
Wright of Damascus, Ohio, held meetings 
June 13-27 in Poland, Romania, Czechoslova-
kia, and Hungary. Harold and Anne Kuhn of 
Wilmore, Kentucky, spent July in Poland and 
August in Germany, teaching and preaching. 
• Iowa Yearly Meeting is hosting a conference 
for consideration of realignment by "Friends 
who share a Christ-centered faith and ack-
nowledge the authority of Scripture." The 
meeting will be held September 12-14, 1991, in 
Des Moines, Iowa. Yearly meetings that 
belong to Friends United Meeting or Evangeli-
cal Friends International are invited to send 
up to five representatives to the conference. 
Other interested Friends are also welcome. For 
information or reservations contact Del Cop-
pinger, General Superintendent, Iowa Yearly 
Meeting, P.O. Box 657, Oskaloosa, Iowa 52577; 
515/673-9717. 
Contact person for "Hot off the FAX" is Lucy 
Anderson, 6084 Leyton NE, Canton, OH 44721. 
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1991 Yearly Meeting 
Sessions 
"Knowing Christ" is the theme 
of the 1991 Yearly Meeting ses-
sions, which will be held on 
the Friends University campus 
july 30-August 3. The theme 
verse, Philippians 3:10 says, "I 
want to know Christ and the 
power of his resurrection _ .. :' 
One of the highlights is the 
banquet, which will be held on 
Thursday evening with Chuck 
Orwiler, pastor of First Denver 
Friends Church. Speakers at the 
worship services will be from 
our own Yearly Meeting. 
Capital Campaign a Success 
With a challenge gift of 
$100,000 being the catalyst, a 
special campaign was success-
fully concluded in which over 
$110,000 was raised. The total 
proceeds will be used for 
church planting, to assist with 
the construction of a multi-
purpose recreational facility at 
Camp Quaker Haven, and to 
assist with construction of new 
Yearly Meeting offices in 
Wichita. Chairing the campaign 
effort was jim Ratzlaff. 
Camps 
john and Betty jean Penrose, 
administrators at Camp Quaker 
Haven, have been visiting 
churches in the Yearly Meeting 
stressing the need for funds 
and support for the camp and 
its programs. This summer's 
youth camps began june 1 
with the Kids Kamp. This was 
the second year for this camp 
for 3rd and 4th graders. Doug 
and Pam Chambers were direc-
tors and chose the theme 
"Champions for God:' The 
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WH.Ali .ABCll..l"'" Cli..IR FRIENDS? 
Senior High Camp followed, 
june 4-8. Their theme was "Get 
a Clue, the Rapture Mystery:' 
Ric Garrison, youth pastor at 
Bethel Friends, was director 
and was assisted by the Youth 
Executive CounciL 
From june 8 to 12 the camp 
grounds turned into "The Big 
Top" with Paul Romoser, 
Haviland youth minister, as the 
Ringmaster for juniors. 
june 12-16 the junior Highers 
went Western with Craig Davis 
as director, Mark Hudspeth, 
assistant director, and David 
Bridges as the music man. 
The summer camps are only 
part of the activities sponsored 
by Mid-America Yearly Meet-
ing's Youth Ministry Office. 
Other activities this year are 
the musical group "Corner-
stone" and the Operation Salt-
shaker 1991, which will go to 
inner-city Chicago. Then to top 
off the summer ministries 
comes Youth Yearly Meeting 
the first week cif August. 
Local Church News 
Ray and LaVell Fitch celebrated 
their 50th wedding anniversary 
with a service at the Springdale 
Friends Church, where they are 
pastors. Their children, Linda, 
Anita, Gerald, and Donna, and 
our Yearly Meeting assistant 
superintendent, Dale Field, 
shared in the morning service. 
A reception was given for 
Alden Pitts on April 21 in 
honor of his 80th birthday. The 
reception was given by his 
daughters and their families. 
On April 28, Alden and his 
wife, Rolena, were honored by 
the Northridge Friends Church 
for their 55 years of pastoral 
ministry in Mid-America Yearly 
Meeting. Alden is serving as 
minister of visitation at 
Northridge. 
Kevin Mortimer, youth pastor 
at Northridge Friends Church, 
was united in marriage to 
Gayle Sanborn on May 4 at 
Northridge Friends Church. 
Gayle has been involved in 
youth ministry at Central Com-
munity Church of God in 
Wichita. 
Five Mid-America staff per-
sons are graduating this year 
with advanced degrees. They 
include Royce Frazier, superin-
tendent of youth, and Paul 
Romoser, youth pastor at 
Haviland, Master of Family 
Studies-Therapy from Friends 
University; Kevin Mortimer, 
youth pastor at Northridge, 
Master of Ministry from Friends 
University; and Randy Little-
field, superintendent of church 
growth, Master of Divinity from 
Houston Graduate School of 
Theology. Gary Getting, pastor 
of Hutchinson Friends, will 
receive his Master of Ministry 
degree this summer from 
Friends University. 
Several local churches are 
actively planning construction 
projects that will add to exist-
ing facilities. These include 
Derby, Kansas; Angleton, Texas; 
Gardner, Kansas; Riverton, 
Kansas; and Miami, Oklahoma. 
Giving study to possible facility 
adjustments are Cherokee, 
Oklahoma, and Friendswood, 
Texas. 
An Interview with RMYM 
Superintendent Stan Perisho 
(Editor's note: The following 
are Rocky Mountain Yearly 
Meeting Superintendent Stan 
Perisho's responses to a series 
of questions. We thank him for 
taking the time and his 
answers.) 
Stan, how would you 
describe the "state of Rocky 
Mountain Yearly Meeting"? 
It seems to me that the over-
all state of the Yearly Meeting 
is very positive and I think 
we'll be seeing overall growth, 
not only this past year, but in 
the coming years, as we move 
forward in many areas. One of 
the dangers of a yearly meet-
ing where there are so many 
small, rural churches in areas 
where populations are moving 
is that we tend to focus on the 
fact that a church is closing 
and see that as a very negative 
thing. In fact, it is simply 
recognition of the changes in 
situations in those communi-
ties. Our plan is to maintain 
those churches in areas where 
there is no other evangelical 
witness:' 
What are the areas of chal-
lenge you see facing RMYM? 
Probably one of the greatest 
challenges facing RMYM is to 
be able to build more churches 
in those areas where there is 
little or no evangelical witness 
at the present time. Of course, 
this involves some metropoli-
tan areas where there are 
churches, but where those 
areas are radically under-
churched. 
Another great challenge for 
us is to develop a mentality of 
celebration ]in worship] that 
will allow us to grow and to 
reach out with Christ's love. 
Some of us are so ingrained 
with a particular style and 
tempo of worship that it is dif-
ficult for us to change pace in 
order to attract other people 
from our communities. 
What are some of the posi· 
tive developments you see 
underway in RMYM? 
In a number of places there 
has been good growth during 
the last year. The move in Den-
ver ]First Denver Friends] to 
-£. . . t nsoners mznzsxr. Sunday schools receive grants 
two services is one indication also would appreciate your Yearly Meeting Offers 
of that. They are providing prayers in that area, as it does Chance for Service 
additional opportunity by become somewhat complicated Yearly Meeting, scheduled for 
allowing more space for and aggravating in the kind of August 3·8, will initiate "The 
worship:' situations in which I find Year of the World Outreach 
The new service at Crawford myself. Center:' Contracts have been 
]Colorado] has been very well I am so thankful God allows agreed upon, and construction 
received in that community, us to continue to minister in of the 6,000-square-foot build-
and there is good growth in spite of that. I simply would New Faces in Places ing has started. During Yearly Colorado Springs and Penrose request your prayers that we The following pastoral changes Meeting week, opportunity will ]Colorado]. In a number of would be able to have freedom be given for volunteers to lend 
other places, there are positive to continue to serve the Lord were finalized, with pastors a hand at the construction site. 
ideas being developed by pas- jesus in the various ways He beginning the new pastoral Guest speakers include Gery 
tors and lay leaders, which I opens. year on July 1: Helsby, Hong Kong OMS direc-
am sure will result in increased Springdale-Bill Wade tor, and Keith Drury, education 
stability and outreach. Christian Prisoners (serving also Smithfield) 
Share Musical Salem First-Bill Pruitt, Music secretary of the Wesleyan Are there any burdens God 
PAONIA, Colorado-Sixteen Barberton-Charles Bancroft, 
Church. Phil Baisley is speaker 
has given you that you'd like for the children's services, and 
to share? Christian prisoners from the Associate part-time Stan Hinshaw is leading the 
My major concerns are in the Delta Prison Farm in Delta, West Park-David Williams youth evangelism training at 
areas of prayer, worship, and Colorado, recently presented a Willoughby Hills-Chris jackson, Camp Gideon. 
witness. I would hope that musical with a Christian theme Family Life Request a complete brochure 
churches of RMYM will con· and shared their testimonies of Williamsport-Kurt Whitcher from the EFC-ER Office if you 
tinue to develop the ability to faith in Christ. Portsmouth, R.I.-Harold Snyder wish details of each day's 
celebrate, the ability to pray Meanwhile, in another recent Saxapahaw-Richard Locke my, schedule. 
effectively, and the ability to meeting Peggy Hunerwadel Youth part-time 
Choices for Churches witness, both in our personal gave her testimony and told West End-Randy Littlefield 
situations and in our communi· what the Lord God is teaching McKees Creek-Tim Yater Additional services have been 
ties. Certainly, there are plenty her and her husband, Carl, At press time these churches scheduled by some churches 
of people around us who have while they are students at the had not completed arrange· during the summer months. 
not yet heard or understood U. S. Center for World Missions ments: Battle Creek, Cleveland Gilead, Charity, and Alliance 
how much jesus loves them. in Pasadena, California. She Community, Alum Creek, New- have begun early worship on 
We must be quick to learn and reported on tentmaking mis· port, Rock Hill, and Longview. Sundays, while North Olmsted 
courageous to apply principles sions and how God is using Mike Brown moved to has added a Monday evening 
of ministry in those areas. this method to spread the Gos· Oskaloosa, Iowa, the first of service, and Broadview Heights 
How can folks pray for your pel in many places worldwide. june to begin his work as has a Saturday evening worship 
ministry, Stan? Finally, the Paonia and Craw· youth and Christian education service. Both Canton and Wil-
I have been interested, as I ford congregations conducted a director for Iowa Yearly Meet· loughby Hills offer three Sun· 
have studied Paul's writings, to Creation/Evolution Seminar in ing. He had served four years day morning worship services. 
note how often the Apostle both communities presented by pastoring the Portsmouth, 
Paul asked that people would Dave and Mary jo Nutting of Rhode Island, Friends Church. George Fox's pray for him that he might Alpha-Omega Ministries. 
have boldness and effective· Grants Upgrade Programs Works 
ness in witness. Shirlene and I FDFC Holds 36th Pie Social for Children George Fox's eight volume 
need a great deal of wisdom in DENVER, Colorado-First Den- 1\Nelve churches have each been Works (1831 edition) are back in 
balancing of Sabbath Ministries ver Friends and Northwest recipients of a $250 grant from print- at a great price. New introductions by Douglas Gwyn 
and Rocky Mountain Yearly Friends youth combined efforts the Christian Education Board to and others. 
Meeting, as well as wisdom in in April to present the 36th upgrade their facilities for nur· Library bound, acid-free paper. 
knowing how to counsel indi· annual pie social, which sery, classrooms for children, Priced at $167.50 for 8 volumes. Sets may be ordered with $40 
viduals and churches in all the included humorous skits and and miscellaneous projects to deposit with balance due on 
various situations in which we pie judging. improve and attract families to safe arrival. This set would be 
a wonderful, lasting gift for 
are involved. We recognize that Pies selected as winners in Sunday school. Board chairper- your favorite Meeting library. 
your prayers are essential to different categories were auc· son Marge Landwert says they Prospectus available. 
those ministries. tioned and the proceeds received more requests than Orders: George Fox Fund, Inc. 
As most folks know, I have donated toward scholarships at they could fund this year, but c/o Douglas Garrett 324 S. Atherton St. 
some problem with allergies Quaker Ridge in Woodland hopefully the same plan will be State College, PA 16801 
that act up once in awhile. I Park, Colorado. offered next year. 
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Wbmen gather to garden at Quaker Canyon 
SPEND SOME TIME WITH A FRIEND 
Why Friends Are Testimony and 
Friends Tradition 
Jack L. Willcuts 
Quaker practice 
and background 








mentary on the 
stance taken by 
Quakers of the 






and Ralph Beebe 
A thought-
provoking biblical 
study for those 
seeking to learn 
about pacificsm. 
$1.95 
The Power of the 
Lord Is Over All 
Edited by 




captured from the 
pastoral letters of 
George Fox. 
$28.95 
Blessed Are the 
Peacemakers 
Audeh Rantisi 
with Ralph Beebe 
The life and con-
cerns of a Pales-
tine Christian are 




sor Ralph Beebe. 
$8.95 
Indian Summer 
of the Heart 
Daisy Newman 
As a sequel to 
I 'Illke Thee, 
Serenity, Newman 
writes this dual, 
multigenerational 




Order today by mail 
or call tollfree. 
(Please add $1.50 BARCLAY PRESS, 600 E. Third St., Newberg, OR 97132 • 800/962-4014 
for postage and handling.} QUAKER HILL BOOKSTORE, 101 Quaker Hill Dr., Richmond, IN 47374 • 800/537-8838 
Fellowship and Flowers 
Quaker Canyon was visited by 
many Quaker women on 
june 1. Their purpose was to 
beautify the grounds by plant-
ing flowers and shrubs at the 
camp. Shauna Goode of Deer-
field and Joyce Sams of Alli-
ance invited all NEO women in 
WMF groups to join them for 
the Saturday project. A potluck 
luncheon was enjoyed 
afterward. 
Return to Hong Kong 
David and Cindy Aufrance, with 
their children, Rebecca and 
joshua, will complete their year 
of home assignment to return 
to Hong Kong for their fourth 
term of missionary service. 
They will leave Cleveland 
july 17 on Northwest Airlines 
via Detroit and Tokyo, arriving 
in Hong Kong july 18. 
Susan Dean has been 
approved for a year's assign-
ment in Hong Kong to assist 
the Aufrances in their minis-
tries, both at United Christian 
College and the OMS office. 
Susan completed her sopho-
more year at Malone but will 
take a leave of absence from 
studies in order to help the 
Hong Kong project. She has 
worked at East Goshen since 
january as youth director and 
church secretary. 
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News from Local Churches 
SPIRITUAL LIFE AND GROWTH 
Damascus Friends observed a 
"Back to Basics Family Week-
end" May 25-27 featuring a 
Hedge-builders Breakfast, a 
Friend Day with "Seeker Ser-
vice" format, an outdoor area-
wide youth concert with the 
World Renewal-Team, and a 
concluding outdoor concert for 
families, with homemade ice 
cream and cake enjoyed by all. 
Special revival services have 
been conducted during the 
spring months at West Mans-
field and Somersville (a "won-
derful lay witness weekend"), 
Byhalia ("excited to have had 
102 in attendance"), New Point 
(Don and Charlann Murray 
gave "outstanding leadership"), 
and Martinsville ("through Stan 
Scott's ministry we experienced 
a tremendous outpouring of 
the Holy Spirit"). 
OUTREACH 
Lisbon Trinity outreach com-
mission has planned three spe-
cial projects for the summer 
months-coed volleyball, men's 
golfing, and Christian camping 
at Camp Gideon on three 
weekends. 
jamaica '91 team with 16 in 
the group traveled to Port 
Maria, Sandside, and High 
Point May 13-21 led by Frank 
Carter. Wanda Weeks directed 
Kids Krusades, Lorie Hurdyshell 
and Susan Mauger (both from 
Malone) conducted clinics, and 
Bill Wade, Rod Powell, and Greg 
Bierbaum assisted in the preach-
ing services. The group installed 
light fixtures in the church, 
replaced carpet, painted the 
sanctuary and parsonage. Their 
visit was deeply appreciated by 
jamaican Friends. 
"Missions in Person" was the 
original presentation of the 
Papua New Guinea missionary, 
Dr. Stuart H. Merriam, as he 
visited West Park and Barber-
ton. With him were four 
nationals in native costume 
ranging in age from 7 to 7 5. 
Youth Find Summer Service 
Opportunities 
The young people of Northwest 
Yearly Meeting are finding a 
number of exciting ways to 
serve God this summer. The 
1991 YCEW (Youth Challenged to 
Expand their Worldview) team 
spent june 20 to july 12 in Mex-
ico City working with the Evan-
gelical Friends Mission staff. 
Under the leadership of Brent 
Heaton and jennifer Martell, 
team members represent ten 
different Friends churches in the 
Northwest. 
YCEW Members are high 
schoolers Kevin 1\.ming, Tiffany 
Tomlinson, Robin Hunt, Daniel 
Hidden, Delonna Livingston, 
joshua Wedin, jeremy Smuck, 
and julie Dickover. 
The YCEW team spent a week 
working on construction of a 
new church. They also worked 
with missionary Joyce Byrne in 
a daily vacation Bible school. 
The team ministered through 
drama, mime, crafts, and 
games. The VBS program was 
held in a middle-class section of 
the city as part of a church-
planting effort. 
YCAM (Youth Challenged 
through Arts in Ministry) team 
members Cris Orcutt, Tera 
Bloodgood, and Nicole Larzelier, 
along with leaders Jeff and 
Deana VandenHoek, will spend 
the summer ministering 
through music and drama at 
camps and churches through-
out the Northwest. These high 
1veu; c urc es s zt emergzng znumnaa 
schoolers represent three 
Friends churches in YCAM's ini-
tial year. 
Another new program, Sum-
mer Ambassadors, has placed 
seven college students in seven 
different Friends churches for a 
summer of ministry and train-
ing. The program has two pur· 
poses: to benefit the partici-
pating local churches, and to 
provide valuable training and 
experience for young people 
sensing God's call to ministry. 
The hosting churches are 
responsible for room and 
board, a minimum guaranteed 
income of $1,500 (from the 
church, a community job, or 
some combination), and a 
supervisory committee to pro· 
vide feedback and encourage· 
ment 
The young people selected to 
participate as Summer Ambas-
sadors for 1991 are Carrie 
McGilvary, Chris Benham, 
Shelly Dallof, Paul Seideman, 
Michael Roberts, Tony Pruitt, 
and Diego Chuyma. Diego 
Chuyma is a Barclay College 
student from Bolivia. 
Missionary Movements 
NWYM missionaries Ken and 
Tanya Comfort returned to Peru 
at the end of june for their sec· 
ond three-year term as mission· 
aries. The Comforts live in the 
highland town of juli, and will 
continue working with national 
Friends leaders to oversee the 
health and growth of the 
church in that area. 
1\No missionary couples 
returned to the US. this sum· 
mer. Dan and Tami Cammack, 
along with children Forrest and 
Rebekah, look forward to a year 
of furlough in the Northwest, 
after having completed their first 
term of missionary service in 
Arequipa, Peru. The Cammacks 
are living in Salem, Oregon. Vet-
eran missionaries Roscoe and 
Tina Knight plan to arrive in 
Oregon sometime in August 
Mexico 
A work group from Trinity 
Friends Church in Van Wert, 
Ohio, spent a week early in May 
helping with projects in Mexico 
City. They did much-needed 
electrical rewiring at the Byrne 
residence and worked on facili· 
ties at Mexico 86. 
Complicated government regu· 
lations have delayed work on 
starting to build the mission res· 
idence for the Chavarria family. 
Paula Hughes from Westgate 
Friends Church, Columbus, 
Ohio, will spend six weeks of 
short-term service in Mexico 
City this summer. 
Also a NWYM YCEW group of 
10 young people served three 
weeks in june and july. 
Rwanda 
Paul and Leona Thornburg and 
Curt Blasiman were able to 
return home to Ruhengeri the 
second week in April, after 
staying in Kigali since january 
23 due to local unrest and 
fighting. Although there is still 
occasional fighting, conditions 
have become more stable. 
Prayer is requested for continu· 
ing peace. 
Missionary builder Gary 
Young reported that at Cyan· 
gugu, in southwest Rwanda, 
the walls of the new church 
were up by early May. This 
summer he plans to add more 
classrooms to the Kanombe Pri· 
mary School in Kigali. 
Friends in Rwanda have been 
negotiating for church property 
for the group at Bugesera, 
southeast of Kigali. 
Rough Rock 
A work group of 17 people 
went to Rough Rock May 18-25 
to reroof the Friends Center 
(former school) building. The 
group was coordinated by 
Doug Holcombe of the RMYM 
Friends Disaster Service Units. 
After serving several months 
in Haiti, Ivar and Pauline john· 
son have returned to Rough 
Rock to serve again this sum-
mer while Mark and Wilma 
Roberts are away. 
Philippines 
Friends of the Pasig area met 
for a day of prayer and fasting 
May 1. They, as well as Mari-
kina Friends, reported good 
family camps during ApriL 
Friends at Novaliches, in the 
Pasig area, are being 
encouraged to begin to carry 
out plans for building a church 
on their property with 
materials they have purchased 
with local funds. 
Travel with a Friend 
Complete Travel Services 
• Reservations and Ticketing: Airlines, 'frains, 
Hotels, Cars, Tours and Customized 'fravels 
• Special International Air Rates 
for Students, Ministers, and Missionaries 
658-6600 (Local) 
1-800-225·4666 (Oregon and USA Toll-Free) 
Folkways Travel 
14600 SE Aldridge Rd., Portland, OR 97236-6518 
Friends at Buyagan near 
Bauio (150 miles northwest of 
Manila) have an opportunity to 
buy a house and lot for a rea· 
sonable price; pray with them 
about this possibility. 
Other 
The EFM board (the Missions 
Commission of EFI-NA) met in 
annual retreat sessions May 
13-21 near Allenspark, 
Colorado, with the theme of 
"Internationalization in Mis· 
sions:· Dr. Gordon Loux, presi· 
dent and CEO of International 
Students, Inc., in Colorado 
Springs, was guest speaker. 
Besides study, worship, and 
business, the board spent time 
daily learning about and prac· 
tieing "spiritual warfare" in rela· 
tion to needs on EFM mission 
fields. Missionaries Willard and 
Doris Ferguson met with the 
board, as did missionary candi-
dates Carl and Peggy Huner· 
wade! of Paonia, Colorado. 
Guest pastors at the retreat 
were Eldon and Gayle Cox of 
Paonia. Some Women's Mis· 
sionary Fellowship leaders of 
EFI-NA also attended and 
worked together on a WMF 
project 
Births 
BAKER-joshua john, to Matt and 
Linda, Medford, Oregon, March 8, 1991. 
BREWSTER-Hannah Elizabeth, to 
Richard and Karen, Medford, Oregon, 
March 31, 1991. 
DURRANT-Aiden Edward, to Lance and 
Ann, Newberg, Oregon, March 25, 1991. 
GEVRY-Raylor Rae, to Brian and Ken· 
dra, Cleveland, Ohio, March 29, 1991. 
!YES-Keith Scott, to Scott and Marcia, 
Tecumseh, Michigan, February 6, 1991. 
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Technology changes education at GFC 
MARKHAM-Destiny Rachel. to Robert 
and Debra. Cleveland, Ohio, February 11. 
1991. 
MILLER-Drew Christian Stanfield, to 
Dana and LaNeal, Canton, Ohio, May 
10, 1991. 
TRIMMER-Victor Earl, to Earl and 
Sharon, Damascus, Ohio. April24. 1991. 
UTLEY-Kawika SamueL to Dave and 
Kelly. Lihue. Kawai, Hawaii, February 22. 
1991. 
WYSS-Elizabeth Susan, to Michael and 
Kim. Damascus. Ohio, April 20, 1991. 
Marriages 
DUGGER-BUTIDN. Susan Dugger and 
Charles Button. Portland, Oregon, May 
4, 1991. 
OSTRIN-HAWTHORNE. Linda Ostrin and 
jim Hawthorne. Tacoma, Washington, 
May 11, 1991. 
WALLACE-FAWVER. Diane Wallace and 
Steve Fawver. Newberg. Oregon, May 4, 
1991. 
Deaths 
COLBY-Charles. 91, Newberg, Oregon. 
April17. 1991. 
CRAVEN-Glen, Newberg. Oregon, April 
18, 1991. 
HODSON-Roy, 99, Pratt, Kansas. March 
23. 1991 
JAQUITH-Frank. Newberg. Oregon. April 
15, 1991. 
JAQUITH-Linda. Newberg. Oregon. 
March 15, 1991. 
MITCHELL-Harold. Newberg. Oregon, 
April 22, 1991. 
MOBLEY-Milton, 62, Tacoma, Washing· 
ton, April 20, 1991. 
OLSON-Albert, 76, Tacoma. Washing· 
ton, April 22, 1991. 
SALAZAR-Jesse C., 69, Spokane. 
Washington. March 30, 1991. 
SANDERS-Ivan, 100. Newberg. Oregon, 
May 2, 1991. 
Quality Publishing 
Writing a Book or Booklet 
for Local or National 
Distribution? 
Redeemer Books offers 
complete publishing ser-
vices including editorial 
review, attractive cover 
design, high quality type-
setting, durable construc-
tion, and promotional 
assistance. Call (219) 
946-7772 or write to P.O. 
Box 15, Winamac, IN 46996 
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George Fox College to 
Provide Its Students with 
Computers 
A Computers Across the Currie· 
ulum program to be estab· 
lished by George Fox College 
this fall will make the Newberg, 
Oregon, college one of the first 
in the nation to provide every 
undergraduate student with a 
personal computer. 
Students will receive a Macin· 
tosh Classic computer following 
a training session their first few 
weeks on campus. At gradua· 
tion they keep the computer. 
Although a handful of other 
colleges in the nation (Drake, 
Drexel, Carnegie Mellon) have 
adopted a similar program, 
George Fox is the first in the 
West, the smallest liberal arts 
college, and the first Christian 
college in America to do so. 
George Fox College President 
Edward F. Stevens said the pro· 
gram is designed to enhance 
the teaching I learning process 
on the campus of the 100-year· 
old liberal arts college. A spin· 
off benefit, he said, is computer 
literacy for all graduates. 
Proposed and promoted by 
the college's faculty, the pro· 
gram has the potential of mak· 
ing traditional term papers 
paperless. Instead, students 
can turn in their "papers" and 
work assignments on computer 
disk. Faculty also will be able 
to assign computer-based 
homework using software they 
have created or purchased. 
A major use for the com· 
puters will be for research and 
"what if" thinking and explora· 
tion of subjects previously diffi· 
cult to approach. 
Another significant use is 
expected to be in conjunction 
with the college's Murdock 
Learning Resource Center. High· 
speed research and retrieval 
software ultimately will allow 
students to scan large data· 
bases from their rooms and 
fetch pertinent information. 
This portion of the program is 
not expected until 1993. 
The computers are not 
intended to replace the profes· 
sors in the classroom but to 
help them be more efficient, 
Stevens said. Studies in univer-
sities where computers are 
used extensively in teaching 
show the role of the teacher 
undergoes a gradual and subtle 
shift from teacher to that of 
collaborator and coach as stu· 
dents begin to take a more 
active role in their own learn-
ing, he said. 
Each faculty member has a 
Macintosh computer to link 
with students. The 65 full-time 
and half-time faculty members 
received their computers in 
May and underwent several 
training sessions. 
Pippert Speaks to Record 
181 Graduates at GFC 
In a speech more like a talk 
with a friend than a formal 
address, internationally known 
author Rebecca Manley Pippert 
told 1991 George Fox College 
graduates to go out as people 
of hope and not of despair. 
Pippert, author of the best-
seller Out of the Saltshaker 
and Into the World, spoke to 
an audience of nearly 2,400 
present for the graduation of 
GFC's centennial year class. A 
record 181 students were 
awarded degrees. 
In addition to 171 bachelor's 
degrees, graduate degrees were 
presented for the first time in 
the spring ceremonies. Six stu-
dents received master's degrees 
and four, doctoral degrees in 
the first year of the college's 
clinical psychology program. 
Giving the baccalaureate 
address was Arthur Roberts, 
professor-at-large at George Fox 
College. A faculty member 
since 1953 and a 1944 GFC 
graduate, he spoke about tradi· 
tion, community, and culture. 
Dr. Biff Green Addresses 
FU Graduates 
Dr. Biff Green, Friends Univer-
sity's newly appointed and 
twelfth president, addressed 
nearly 600 Friends University 
undergraduate and graduate 
students during the May 13 
commencement exercises at 
Century II Convention Hall. 
Green had been at Friends 
for one month at the time of 
commencement. Dr. Green's 
commencement address was 
entitled "Opt In or Opt Out:' 
Also during 1991 commence-
ment ceremonies, long-time 
patron of Friends University 
Mrs. Rie Bloomfield was the 
conferee of an honorary doc-
torate of humanities. 
Mrs. Bloomfield has gener-
ously supported Friends Univer· 
sity through personal effort 
and through The Sam and Rie 
Bloomfield Foundation. These 
include annual support for the 
Miller Fine Arts Series, the pur· 
chase of an organ for the Whit· 
tier Fine Arts Center, funding 
for a music resource center, 
and funding to assist in the 
renovation of Alumni Audita· 
rium. Most recently a collec· 
tion of portrait masterworks 
dating from the Renaissance 
through the Baroque era was 
Position of Missions 
Executive Director 
Administrative officer of Evangeli· 
cal Friends Mission. responsible 
to give leadership in vision and 
management that oversees mis· 
sions in five countries. Mission· 
ary experience preferred; member 
of evangelical Friends preferred. 
Starting date April 1992. Send 
inquiries or suggestions by Sep· 
!ember 1, 1991 to: 
Maurice Roberts, Chairman 
EFM Personnel Committee 
2018 Maple 
Wichita, KS 67213 
Potts promotes zoo at Ell 
IIIIA!·····II 
given to the university through 
A Theological Education With A Practical Difference 
department, was Malone's first 
The Bloomfield Foundation. Making a difference among Friends-learning ministry winner of the Sears-Roebuck 
Dr. George Potts Honored as with evangelical Friends leaders in Friends churches Foundation Teaching Excellence committed to authentic Friends teaching and practice. and Campus Leadership award. 
Friends University She is one of 700 faculty mem-
Distinguished Alum Masters of Arts/Ministry/Divinity Degrees bers recognized by the founda-
Friends faculty member and Charles Mylander, Interim Director • Robert Farris, Admissions Counselor tion and receives $1,000 person· Write or call collect, Friends Center 
active environmentalist George Azusa Pacific University, Graduate School of Theology ally, with the institution also re-
Potts received one of the uni· Azusa, CA 91702-7000 • Phone: (818} 969-4212 ceiving a grant. Congratulations! 
versity's highest honors when We do not discriminate regarding color, national origin, gender or handicap. Lemmons Named he was recognized as a Distin· 
guished Alum at ceremonies on tributions to her former school 20 years. john currently holds Alumnus of Year 
Saturday, April 27, 1991, during and community by receiving the position of chairman of the Former students and alumni 
Alumni Weekend festivities. the 1991 Outstanding Young Board of Trustees; a position he renewed old friendships on 
George became a faculty Alum award. Friends Univer- has held since 1988. May 4 as they attended the 
member at Friends in 1976 sity's 1983 Outstanding Young Dorothy obtained her bache- Barclay College Alumni Ban-
after being awarded his Ph.D. Educator, Knight is making her lor of arts degree from Friends quet in Haviland, Kansas. 
in Environmental Education mark in the world of finance, University in 1961. Since then Alumnus of the Year honors 
from Kansas State University. working for Kansas' largest she has actively sought to con· went to john Raymond Lem· 
He is the coordinator of science banking corporation, Fourth tribute to the improvement of mons of Kelso, Washington. 
education and has held the Financial, a $4.2 billion holding education at all levels. Dorothy john graduated from Haviland 
administrative positions of company. is currently a member of the Friends Academy in 1955. A 
dean of admissions, and, cur· She advanced within the Valley Center School Board of major disaster in our country 
rently, chairman of the division company to her current posi· Education, serving in her sec- brought john to his current 
of natural science and mathe- tion of vice president and man- ond elected term. She is a past position in business. After the 
matics. George is responsible ager of the Private Banking member of Friends University's eruption of Mt. St. Helens, 
for the design of Friends' Department, a seat she's held Pre-School and Elementary there was a need to find some 
undergraduate degrees in since late 1989. School Board, and a past mem- way to use all the trees that 
environmental science and Dr. Daryl Austin Lynch of ber of the Friends University had been uprooted. To meet 
environmental studies, as well Dodge City, a 1979 graduate of Alumni CounciL this need, Pacific Fibre Products 
as the only zoo science degree Friends University, was recog-
Oliver Presents 'Third Way' 
was created. Through John's 
program in the nation. George nized for his significant contri- availability and openness to a 
also designed and now directs butions to his former school john Oliver was the winner of new concept, God has blessed 
Friends' graduate program in and community by also receiv- the Faculty Forum Award in him and also brought national 
environmental studies. ing the 1991 Outstanding ApriL At the special luncheon attention to him and his part· 
Also honored during Alumni Young Alum award. in his honor, he gave a sum- ners. john Lemmons is presi· 
Weekend were jaylene Knight, Born in 1955, Friends Univer- mary of his paper entitled: dent/ owner of Pacific Fibre 
Daryl Austin Lynch, and john sity's 1991 Outstanding Young "Walter and Emma Malone: A Products and its subsidiary, 
and Dorothy McKay. Alumnus says he "had always Third Way:• The thesis of the Lemmons Trucking, Inc. 
jaylene Knight, a 1983 gradu- dreamed of being a doctor:• That presentation was that the Professor of the Year dream has since become a real· worldview of the Malones 
ate of Friends University, was ity for Dr. Daryl Lynch, who differed from Protestant mod- Glenn Leppert has been named honored for her significant con· has made a significant mark in ernism and American fun- the Professor of the Year at 
the field of pediatric medicine. damentalism because they Barclay College. Glenn has 
TRAVEL Wichitans john and Dorothy represented "a third way:· They been at Barclay College for six McKay were honored as Distin- retained a historic Christian years, serving as part-time 
Consider a Costa guished Alums of their colle- sense of mystery that set them professor and registrar. Glenn 
Rican Study Tour giate alma mater. Both were apart from secularism and sec- teaches social science, Bible, 
February 6-17, 1992. given the award on the 30th tarianism and placed them in and Greek courses. 
Call or write: 
anniversary of their college an older mainstream of historic Dr. Bruce Hicks, academic 
graduation. Christian orthodoxy. dean, said, "During his six 
Roy Joe or Ruth Stuckey john obtained his bachelor of Phipps Awarded for years at Barclay College, Glenn 
1182 Hornbeam Road science degree in 1961. Ten has excelled in his duties as an 
Sabina, OH 45169 years later, he became a mem-
Excellence administrator and in his class· 
ber of the Friends University Kim Phipps, associate professor room teaching. Barclay College 
513/584-2900 Board of Trustees, an associa· of communications and chair is indeed privileged to have 
tion he has maintained now for of the communications arts him on our staff:• 
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Vermont Offers Unique 
Attractions 
Burlington, Vermont, is the 
scene for the next Youthquake! 
which will begin December 27. 
Tony Campolo, one of the 
country's most sought after 
youth speakers, will be featured 
at the opening celebration of 
Youth quake! 
Jane Smith of the Samantha 
Smith Center will challenge 
Youthquakers on December 28 
to become, despite their youth-
fulness, actively involved in 
changing the world. Jane's 
daughter, the late Samantha 
Smith, was one such youthful 
agent of change. Her letter to 
the leaders of the Soviet Union 
has been credited as one of the 
small but significant steps 
taken to move the world a little 
closer to peace. 
The December 29 celebration 
will feature George Verwer, 
international director of Opera-
tion Mobilisation. Since 1961 
Operation Mobilisation has 
been reaching out to the peo-
26/ EVANGELICAL FRIEND 
pies of the world in service and 
ministry by the efforts of 1,700 
workers and two ships, the 
Logos and the Doulos. 
Buster Soaries, a Trenton, 
New Jersey, minister, will take 
the Youthquake! stage on Mon-
day, December 30. Since the 
1970s Buster has been actively 
involved in helping inner-city 
youth of color. 
The final celebration of Youth-
quake! will utilize the talents of 
two artists to bring fun and 
inspiration to the closing hours 
of the conference. 
Actor Curt Cloninger and 
musician )ames Ward will help 
young Friends to ring in the 
New Year, only hours before 
departures begin. 
Music will also play a big 
part in the Youthquake! 
experience. Mike and Ann 
Emehiser and Mike Hum-
richouse of Iowa Yearly Meeting 
(FUM) will be music leaders for 
the conference. 
A feature for which Youth-
quake! has become well-known 
is a "day off" for conferees to 
experience the special features 
of the area in which Youth-
quake! is set Youthquake!'s 
"Vermont Country" options will 
include a choice of skiing in 
Chuck Mylander (left) and Robert 
Farris contribute their expertise to 
Friends Center. 
Vermont's Green Mountains; a 
visit to Old Montreal, Quebec; 
free time in Burlington; or a 
unique "Christmas in New 
England" planned and hosted 
by the Burlington Friends 
Meeting. 
Cost for Youthquake! is $295 
per person. 
Quaker Volunteer Witness-
Endings and Beginnings 
After giving over 50 volunteers 
the opportunity for Quaker ser-
vice to the poor over the last 
nine years, Quaker Volunteer 
Witness is closing down. 
The World Ministries Com-
mission approved this decision 
with profound regret. 
At the same time, the Com-
mission gave the go-ahead for 
a new volunteer summer 
internship program. It is hoped 
that young people (18 years 
and older) will experience over-
seas missions in such fields of 
FUM service as Belize, Jamaica, 
and Cuba, beginning in the 
summer of 1992. 
The QVW started in 1982, 
with a volunteer household in 
Wilmington, Ohio. Since then, 
volunteers have served in Rich-
mond, South Indianapolis, 
Chicago, Des Moines, Baltimore, 
Wichita, Austin, Boston, Wash-
ington, D.C., and Phoenix. Ser-
vice has ranged from care for 
the elderly, to homeless shel-
ters, to inner city youth minis-
try, to relief work for refugees. 
Mylander, Farris Thke on 
Additional Duties with 
Friends Center 
Dr. Charles Mylander, general 
superintendent of Southwest 
Yearly Meeting, has been 
appointed interim director and 
professor at Friends Center in 
Azusa, California. 
Robert Farris, director of 
development for Southwest 
Yearly Meeting, has been 
appointed director of recruiting 
at Friends Center. 
Mylander and Farris will con-
tinue their respective roles 
within the Yearly Meeting while 
working with the Friends 
Center. 
The Friends Center board 
feels that students desiring to 
be Friends pastors and church 
leaders will have a distinct 
advantage being able to take 
·classes from a yearly meeting 
superintendent. Charles 
Mylander brings a wealth of 
church leadership experience to 
this position. 
Mylander has served both as 
an associate pastor and a 
senior pastor prior to becoming 
superintendent. He is in 
demand as a conference 
speaker and lecturer. Charles 
has authored three books and 
has appeared on a number of 
television and radio talk shows 
including Dr. )ames Dobson's 
Focus on the Family. He is also 
a regular feature contributor to 
this magazine. 
Robert Farris, likewise, has 
served Friends as an associate 
pastor and senior pastor. 
Robert has been on the staff of 
Southwest Yearly Meeting since 
January of 1989. He is the 
developer of the successful 
Excellent Pastor's program and 
is active in assisting various 
ministries with stewardship 
enhancement programs. 
While Bob has never been 
invited to appear on Focus on 
the Family (or any other 
nationally syndicated show) he 
once applied to be on Bowling 
for Dollars but they told him 
he was a lousy bowler. One 
other time he was the lucky 
11th caller on KLOS's ECONO 
LUBE & TUBE SWEEPSTAKES! He 
still talks excitedly about get-
ting a $3.50 discount on a 
lube job. 
The Friends Center in cooper-
ation with the Graduate School 
Desert Storm bringsjlood to military counseling center 
of Theology at Azusa Pacific 
University offers three 
accredited degree programs: 
Master of Arts in Religion, Mas-
ter of Arts in Pastoral Studies, 
and Master of Divinity. 
FWCC Associate Secretary 
Moves Up 
The Friends World Committee 
for Consultation Interim Com-
mittee is pleased to announce 
the appointment beginning 
january 1992 of Thomas Fuller 
Taylor as the 12th General 
Secretary of FWCC. This follows 
a wide search for a Friend to 
replace Val Ferguson, who will 
leave the post at the end of 
this year. 
Thomas Taylor came to the 
FWCC World Office in early 
1986 from Ann Arbor, Michi-
gan, where he and his wife, 
Nancy Emmons Taylor, had 
been active Friends for 18 
years. He was already familiar 
with FWCC, having served on 
the Section of the Americas' 
Executive, Nominating, and Per-
sonnel committees. 
The Taylors are both gradu-
ates of Friends schools and 
Earlham College. After pursuing 
graduate studies in musicology 
at Northwestern University, 
Thomas taught music at Oak-
wood School and then returned 
to Earlham to teach and con-
duct musical ensembles. After 
earning his Ph.D. he was for 18 
years a member of the music 
faculty at the University of 
Michigan in Ann Arbor. 
As associate secretary of 
FWCC for the past five and one-
half years, Thomas has traveled 
widely among Friends in 35 
different countries, to listen, to 
minister, and to further the 
goals of FWCC. 
War Escalates Ministry at 
Quaker House in 
North Carolina 
FAYETTEVILLE, N.C.-Quaker 
House is one of the few mili-
tary counseling centers in the 
southeast and has one paid 
staff person, Director Greg 
Sommers. 
Quaker House has recently 
purchased a FAX machine and 
added a second telephone to 
deal with last-minute, long-
distance requests for counsel-
ing help. 
Since last August, Quaker 
House has been flooded with a 
record number of requests for 
help. Active duty military per-
sonnel, reservists, young peo-
ple worried about a draft, 
concerned families, friends, 
Friends, and other citizens are 
once again being forced to 
examine their ideas on person-
al involvement in war. They 
are turning to Quaker House 
for recognition, counseling, 
assistance with military pro-
cesses, and other information. 
Here are some recent 
excerpts from News from 
Quaker House, available from 
223 Hillside Avenue, Fayette-
ville, North Carolina 28301: 
• Fred Reed, a military colum-
nist, is switching to travel writ-
ing in the wake of "Desert 
Storm:' Faced with a choice 
between selling out (and writ-
ing only what the government 
allowed) or leaving, he chose to 
retain his integrity. 
• According to the Washington 
Post, 70 percent of the 88,500 
tons of bombs dropped on Iraq 
and occupied Kuwait missed 
their targets. 
• The face of the "enemy;' as 
seen by one young U.S. ~oldier: 
"They were like Americans, 
more or less, only Iraqis. They 
didn't look like they wanted to 
be out killing anything:' 
• The Defense Department esti-
mated that the deployment to 
the Middle East left children 
from 17,500 families without 
either their single custodial par-
ent or both parents. 
• The Army Times recently 
promoted "Amish Country" in 
its travel section. It unfor-
tunately omitted any mention 
of the strong peace testimony 
of the Amish. 
Distinguished Quaker 
Scholar John Punshon to 
Join Earlham Faculty 
RICHMOND, Indiana-john Pun-
shan, a distinguished writer, 
teacher, and scholar of 
Quakerism, will join the Earl-
ham School of Religion faculty 
in the 1991-92 academic year. 
Punshon, whose current 
responsibilities include Quaker 
studies tutoring at Woodbrooke 
College in his native England, 
has accepted a permanent 
appointment to the ESR's newly 
created Geraldine Leatherock 
Chair of Quaker Studies. 
In the fall of 1990 he was 
visiting lecturer in philosophy 
and Quaker studies at George 
Fox College in Newberg, Ore-
gon. Additionally, he has been 
an invited speaker at the 1991 
Friends World Conference in 
Kenya. 
Punshon was born in east 
London 56 years ago. He stud-
ied philosophy, politics, and 
economics at Brasenose College 
of Oxford University, where he 
received his bachelor of arts 
and master's degrees. In 1981, 
Punshon helped found Britain's 
Social Democratic Party. 
A prolific and penetrating 
writer, Punshon has contrib-
uted almost innumerable arti-
cles, pamphlets, and books to 
Quaker literature. Among his 
noted longer works are 
Approach to the Peace Testi-
mony and Gifts and Discover-
ies. He has written sundry 
contributions to several Quaker 
periodicals, including The 
Friend, Friends journal, Quaker 
Life, and the Evangelical Friend. 
john Punshon married Veron-
ica Wright in 1962. They have 
two children, Thomas, a stock 
exchange official in England, 
and Sophie Punshon, a dress-
maker. Among his personal 
interests, Punshon names "soc-
cer, cricket, newspapers, and 
the countryside:' 
"We missed thee at meeting. The Elders hope thee will enjoy 
this tape recording of the quiet time." 
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A CERTAIN SHAFT OF LIGHT 
Plain Speech for Intelligent People 
BY NANCY THOMAS 
EARLIER THIS year I started back to school as a full-time graduate student at a state university. 
The continuous pressure of exams and 
papers has forced me to change my 
lifestyle in ways that I still struggle 
with. But one of the biggest adjust-
ments has been learning the language. 
I'm referring to that strange and 
rarified version of English that people in 
higher education feel constrained to use 
in textbooks, research, and classrooms. 
I'm a reasonably intelligent person (at 
least I had thought so up to now) , but 
now I find myself reading a page, 
responding with "Huh?" rereading, and 
finally contenting myself with having 
captured the general idea, if not the pre-
cise meaning of the abstractions 
presented. 
One of my grammar textbooks kindly 
informed me that the nominative case 
can sometimes be used as "the anoma-
lous transcender of grammatical regular-
ities:• I sketched a smiley face in the 
margin and wrote, "I think that's what I 
am:' Another source informed me that 
"love" is "the cognitive-affective state 
characterized by intrusive and obses-
sive fantasizing concerning reciprocity 
of amorant feelings by the object of the 
amorance." Can you imagine squeezing 
all that onto a valentine? Can you 
imagine your loved one's reception of 
such a message? 
Sometimes I wonder, not only what is 
being said, but if something is being said 
at all. I recently waded through a schol-
arly journal article comparing personal-
ity traits with students' feelings about 
different activities in a foreign language 
classroom. After all the charts, statis-
tics, and analyses, the author "suggested" 
that extroverts prefer more socializing 
activities than do introverts. I could 
have told her that in the beginning, sav-
ing lots of pain and verbiage. 
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Actually, I am learning a lot. I even 
see value in those journal articles. But I 
still wonder why it seems necessary to 
use such difficult, abstract language. 
I feel increasingly drawn to my roots 
in Quaker simplicity. "Plain speech:' 
"Clarity" is another good word. I think 
of the parables of Jesus-simple stories 
of lost coins, trees growing from seeds, 
people helping other people in trouble. 
Here is proof that words can be simple 
and clear, and still carry great depth of 
meaning. 
In my journal I copied a quote from 
Dag Hammarskjold's Markings: "If only 
I may grow- firmer, simpler, quieter, 
warmer." Every time I read those 
words, my spirit whispers, ''Yes!" 
The Scriptures carry some incisive 
counsel about plain careful speech: "But 
let your statement be, 'Yes, yes' or 'No, 
nd; and anything beyond these is of evil" 
(Matthew 5:37); "Let your speech always 
be with grace, seasoned, as it were, with 
salt" !Colossians 4:6) ; "When there are 
many words, transgression is unavoida-
ble, but he who restrains his lips is wise" 
(Proverbs 10:19); "A babbling fool will be 
thrown down:' !Proverbs 10:8, 10) Here's 
a good one for professors and scholars: 
"The tongue of the wise makes knowl-
edge acceptable, but the mouth of fools 
spouts follY:' (Proverbs 15:2) 
Simple, clear speech does not mean 
dull speech. "Pleasant words," says the 
writer of Proverbs, "are a honeycomb, 
sweet to the soul and healing to the 
bones." 116:24) 
So, how do those of us who constantly 
confront academic or professional jargon 
handle it? A sane humble perspective is 
a good starting point. My impression is 
that many scholars take themselves very, 
very seriously. Dreadfully so. (Can you 
imagine someone referring to "the pres-
ent reduction of linguistics to a kind of 
cryptographic taxonomy of linguistic 
Harold & Marilyn Ant~im 
6709 San Fernando Dr1ve 
Boise, ID 83'704 
forms" with a grin on his face and a 
twinkle in his eye?) 
While seriousness of purpose and per-
sonal dedication are indeed important, 
perhaps we need to hold our knowledge 
and achievements lightly, realizing we'll 
never approach complete understanding 
of whatever field we're in this side of 
heaven. We really do "see through a 
glass darkly:• But our darkness is tem-
porary. We walk hand in hand with the 
all-knowing Creator, and one day we 
will know, just as He now knows us. In 
the meantime, let's enjoy the journey 
and the learning that accompanies it-
keeping it all in perspective. 
A sense of humor lightens the burden. 
Those smiley faces in my textbook mar-
gins help me slog through a lot of heavy 
material - as long as I remember to keep 
laughing at myself as well. 
Simplicity and clarity of language, like 
all that has to do with our speech, pro-
ceed from the heart. Jesus said, "For 
the mouth speaks out of that which 
/ills the heart." (Matthew 12:34) Sim-
plicity and clarity of heart. Like so 
much in the Christian life, it gets back 
to the basics: "You shall love the Lord 
your God with all your heart, and with 
all your soul, and with all your 
mind . . . . You shall love your neighbor 
as yourself:' (Matthew 22:37, 39) Some-
how the clear single-eyed focus of love 
brings an integrity to our words as well. 
The challenge I currently face- to be a 
successful graduate student and still 
maintain standards of simplicity and 
clarity of speech- is no different from 
what all of us wrestle with in this age of 
mass media, advertising hype, and even 
what some call "Evangelicalese;' our own 
special brand of religious jargon. God is 
still calling us to singleness of eye, sim-
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